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Three-dimensional motion capture equipment and the calculation of kinematics and 
kinetics are regularly used in the assessment of gait for clinical and operative 
intervention. Different laboratories use different commercially available gait analysis 
packages and these packages use different algorithms to determine the embedded joint 
axes, joint centres, joint angles, body segment parameters and resultant joint 
moments. 
This study compares three commercial gait analysis packages, Vicon Clinical 
Manager (VCM), GaitLab 2.0 (GL) and Peak Motus 2000 (PM) with a standard 
model developed using the Vicon BodyBuilder (BB) software package. All these 
packages use the same modified Helen Hayes Hospital marker set for external marker 
placement. BB, GL and PM all use the same algorithms described by Vaughan et al. 
(1999) to calculate the gait parameters, while VCM uses algorithms described by 
Kadaba et al. (1990) and Davis et al. (1991). The gait parameters compared include: 
pelvic tilt, obliquity and rotation angles, hip and knee flexion-extension and 
abduction-adduction angles, ankle flexion-extension angles, and hip, knee and ankle 
flexion-extension moments. Twenty subjects ranging from age eight to fifty were 
analysed using the six camera Vicon motion analysis system and an AMTI force 
plate. The data were compared using a repeated measures analysis of variance and 
Scheffes post-hoc comparison at 10% increments in the gait cycle from 0% to 90%. 
The results showed significant differences (p<0.01) between BB and VCM for the 
ankle flexion-extension angle and for the hip abduction-adduction angle from 30% to 
60% of the gait cycle. The ankle angle in VCM displays less plantar flexion than BB, 
while the hip abduction-adduction angle shows greater adduction. Significant 
differences (p<0.01) were also noted at 50% and 60% of the hip flexion-extension 
moment, at 60% of the knee flexion-extension moment and at 50% of the ankle 
flexion-extension moment. Small differences were noted between BB and GL which 
were not statistically significant. Significant differences (p<0. 01) were noted between 
BB and PM for the hip and knee flexion-extension moments, which occurred at 
approximately the same points as the differences between BB and VCM. 
iii 
The differences between BB and VCM in joint angle can probably be explained by 
the different algorithms used to calculate the segment reference axes and joint centres. 
The differences in joint moments can be accounted for by the different joint centre 
calculations as well as the methods used to estimate body segment parameters. The 
body segment parameters will only have a large effect on the joint moments during 
the swing phase of the gait cycle. Filtering techniques may also compound the 
differences between BB and VCM. The different fihering techniques account for the 
small differences observed between BB and GL. The differences in joint moment 
calculations between BB and PM can be accounted for by the different methods of 
estimating the body segment parameters and possibly also the filtering techniques 
used by the different packages. 
The gait clinician should realise that the different gait analysis software packages 
produce results which may be statistically different. The differences, particularly 
between BB and VCM for the ankle flexion-extension angle, must be taken into 
account when comparing data between laboratories that use different gait analysis 
software packages. If these differences are not noted, differing clinical decisions 
could be made with the same set of data, depending on the software package used. 
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Walldng is a cyclic pattern of body movements that is characterised by smooth regular 
and repeating movements (Rose and Gamble, 1994; Vaughan, 1996). Gait analysis is 
important for quantifying normal and pathological patterns of locomotion (Kadaba et 
al., 1990; Grood and Suntay, 1983). It is the systematic measurement. description and 
assessment of the biomechanical parameters which characterise gait (Davis et al., 
1991). 
The sequence of events that take place for walldng to occur are summarised by 
Vaughan (1996) and Vaughan et al. (1992 and 1999): 
1. Registration and activation of the instruction to walk in the central nervous 
system; 
2. Transmission of the gait signals to the peripheral nervous system; 
3. Contraction of muscles that develop tension; 
4. Generation offorces at, and moments across the synovialjoints; 
5. Regulation of joint forces and moments by the rigid body segments based on their 
anthropometry; 
6. Displacement of these segments in a manner that is recognised as ftmctional gait; 
and 
7. Generation of ground reaction forces. 
The complete gait cycle is broken up into two phases, the stance phase and the swing 
phase. These two phases are further divided into smaller stages. Stance phase is the 
first part of the gait cycle and starts at heel strike. moves through to midstance, and 
ends at toe off. The stance phase of the gait cycle normally accounts for 60 % of the 
cycle. The swing phase of the gait cycle starts at toe off: moves through midswing and 
ends at heel strike, and this phase accounts for the remaining 40 % of the gait cycle 
(Vaughan et al., 1992; Rose and Gamble, 1994). 
The current methods of gait analysis include visual assessment, electrogoniometers, 
electromyography, kinematic and kinetic analysis systems (Davis et al., 1991; Kadaba 
et al., 1990). Of these methods, the most commonly used is that of combined 
kinematic and kinetic systems. These systems require the measurement of four main 
components: 
1. Ground reaction forces with a forceplate or pressure plate; 
2. Kinematic data with cameras and markers, which provide segment displacements, 
joint angles, velocities and acceleration; 
3. Anthropometric measurements of skeletal segments, which provide inertial 
properties of the segments; and 
4. Electromyography, which provides information on muscle recruitment and 
activation. 
By combining the ground reaction forces, kinematic data and anthropometric 
measurements, the resultant joint forces and moments can be derived. Vaughan et al. 
(1992) descn'be this approach as the inverse dynamics problem, in which the motion is 
defined in great detail and the forces causing that motion must be determined. 
This study uses a motion capture technique. Between 1945 and 1947, Eberhardt and 
Inman developed the methods of three-dimensional analysis and for the first time used 
three cameras, generally viewing the object from the front, from one side and from 
above or below (Cappozzo and Paul, 1997). Since this early development, advances 
have been exponential with the introduction of the digital computer. Optoelectronic 
stereophotogrammetric systems have since been developed and the optimal estimation 
of bone position and the orientation of bones during movement based on su.r:6lce 
marker positions have been established (Cappozzo and Paul, 1997). However, there is 
more than one method for estimating bone positions from surf3.ce markers and there 
are also at least two different configurations for surface marker placements in general 
clinical use. This study examines one surf3.ce marker set and compares the bone 
position estimation algorithms within the gait analysis software programs. 
Real-time motion capture has now become a reality, and marker identification and 
three-dimensional marker reconstruction has become complex. In most cases, marker 
identification in the gait analysis laboratory is solved by using a multi-camera system of 
2 
three or more cameras. Each marker must be seen by at least two cameras in order to 
be reconstructed in three dimensions. Three-dimensional reconstruction is done using 
software which implements direct linear transformation methods or a forward 
intersection method (Furnee, 1997). 
z 
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Figure 1.1 Helen Hayes Hospital Marker Set, seen from the front right side, from Vaughan et al. 
(1999) 
The measurement of joint angle motion requires the tracking of closely spaced 
markers. The external marker system must be simple but still rigorous enough to define 
the relative motion of the rigid body segments in three dimensions (Kadaba et al., 
1990). One such commonly used set was developed at the Helen Hayes Hospital by 
Kadaba et al. (1990) and the modified version used in this study can be seen in Figures 
1.1 and 1.2. This external marker set allows the calculation of an embedded bone axis 
and therefore an estimation of joint centres and segment orientations. Ahhough the 
3 
Helen Hayes Hospital marker set is used in most commercial gait packages, the 
method of calculating the joint centres and segment orientations, as well as the 
resultant forces, moments and powers differ. 
L. ASIS 
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Figure 1.2 Helen Hayes Hospital Marker Set, seen from the back left side, from Vaughan et al. (1999) 
The marker placement is important for defining segment orientations. Three non-
colinear markers are needed to define a segment in three-dimensional space and with 
six degrees of freedom. In the modified Helen Hayes Hospital marker set used in this 
study (Figures 1.1 and 1.2), markers 7, 14 and 15 define the pelvis segment. The thigh 
segments are defined by the hip joint centres and markers 5 and 6, and 12 and 13 for 
the right and left thighs respectively. The calf segments are defined by the knee joint 
4 
centres and markers 3 and 4, and 10 and 11 respectively, while the foot segments are 
defined by markers 1, 2 and 3 for the right foot and 8, 9 and 10 for the left. This 
segment definition, along with the kinetic data obtained from a force platfonn, is 
required to calculate joint angles, segment orientations, resuhant forces and moments 
and joint powers. 
The fundamental objectives of the interpretation process of gait analysis are to identify 
the patient's gait attributes that are different from normal, suggest the possible cause of 
these abnormalities, and recommend clinical or operative treatment alternatives (Davis 
et al., 1997). Davis et al. (1997) also describe the gait data, which are routinely made 
available to assist in clinical decision making. They are: 
• Three-dimensional angles for each lower extremity joint as well as the pelvis and 
torso over the gait cycle; 
• Three-dimensional joint moments, forces and powers over the gait cycle for each 
lower extremity joint; 
• Step length and cadence; 
• Video recordings; and 
• EMG recordings of the gait cycle of the major lower extremity muscles. 
The clinical application of gait analysis allows the clinician to quantitatively evaluate an 
individual's gait (Davis et al., 1991). The results obtained from the various gait 
analysis models are often used in clinical assessments of pathological gait and decisions 
on operative intervention. However. different models use different mathematical 
algorithms. With this in mind, a question arises as to how comparable the various 
models are. If the resuhs obtained using different models are not statistically different, 
then the models can be compared and clinical assessments and operative decisions may 
be vindicated. If however the difference in resuhs is substantial, the results of some 
models may suggest one form of clinical intervention while others may suggest a 
completely different form of intervention. 
In 1981 Brand and Crowninshield commented that gait analysis was then an evaluation 
tool and not a diagnostic tool. Although advances in technology have led to advanced 
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real-time data capture systems, little has changed in terms of the acceptance of gait 
analysis as a diagnostic tool. Davis et al. (1997) state that a fundamental problem of 
computerised gait analysis is the effective reporting of gait data that facilitate 
information integration and interpretation, and that inconsistencies in the reporting of 
gait data have contn'buted to the relatively limited acceptance of gait analysis as a 
clinical tool. 
The accurate interpretation of gait data will require a standardisation or at least a close 
correspondence between the results obtained using the different gait analysis models. 
Effective application of any gait analysis method depends on the refinement of the 
instruments and technique involved, as wen as the experience of the investigator 
(Chao,1980). 
Gait analysis models need to provide results, which are in agreement with each other 
before gait analysis can become more of a diagnostic tool. Therefore the purpose of 
this study was to compare the results from different commercially available gait 
analysis packages with the intention of considering whether clinical assessments and 




The simulation of human movement may be used to: understand neuromuscu1ar 
disorders; make treatment decisions; improve athletic performance; understand 
posture and ba1ance and evaluate muscle function (Barnes et ai., 1997). 
Davis et ai. (1991) explain that in gait analysis, kinematic and kinetic data are 
acquired and analysed to provide information which descn"bes the fundamental gait 
characteristics and which is interpreted by the clinician to form an assessment. 
The gait parameters, which include joint centres, segment orientations, joint angles, 
resultant joint forces and moments and joint powers are determined in the different 
gait analysis software packages using different mathematical algorithms. Potentially, 
these differences make it difficult for gait analysis to be compared between different 
gait laboratories. Some of the differences in the mathematical algorithms are 
presented below. 
In their book Dynamics of Human Gait, Vaughan et ai. (1999) describe human gait 
with a top down approach. The process starts as a nerve impulse in the central nervous 
system and ends with the generation of ground reaction forces. This approach is based 
on cause and effect. 
Vaughan et ai. (1999) describe the inverse dynamics approach by which the gait 
analyst may calculate the resultant forces and moments causing the motion The 
inverse dynamics approach is used to calculate the gait parameters in all the gait 
analysis software programs compared in this study. Figure 2.1 illustrates this 
approach. The anthropometry, segment displacements and ground reaction forces are 
all measurable quantities. 
Vaughan et ai. (1999) descn"be how to combine these measurable quantities, so that 
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Figw-e 2.1 Flowchart of the inverse dynamics problem described by Vaughan et al. (1999) 
2.1 Body SegmeDt Parameters 
The first step in a gait analysis model is to calcu1ate the body segment parameters. 
Body segment parameters include the segment masses, segment centres of gravity and 
moments of inertia. 
Vaughan et al. (1999) explain that first the analyst needs to measure body segment 
parameters, which are personalised for each subject. Body segment parameters 
include: 
• The mass of the individual segments in kg; 
• the centre of gravity location of the each segment relative to anatomical 
landmarks; and 
• the moment of inertia of the segments (in kg.m2 ) about three orthogonal axes. 
The selection of individual segments is also important. Vaughan et al. (1999) choose a 
six-segment model, which includes the left and right thigh, calf and foot. An 
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assmnption is made that the dimensions of these are rigid segments and do not change 
during the gait cycle. This model is chosen for simplicity, and as it is plain that the 
foot is not a rigid segment, it is realised that the model has its limitations. All the gait 
analysis packages compared in this study use the six-segment model. 
There are various approaches that can be followed to estimate body segment 
parameters. Vaughan et al. (1999) describe some of these approaches: 
• Cadaver averages; 
• Reaction board; 
• Mathematical modelling; 
• Gamma ray, computed axial tomography or magnetic resonance imaging; and 
• Kinematic measurements. 
Each of these approaches has limitations. Vaughan et al. (1999) describe an approach 
for estimating body segment parameters, which they believe optimises the 
calculations. This technique has the following attnoutes: 
• Personalised for individuals; 
• Short time required to take measurements; 
• Inexpensive and safe; 
• Reasonably accurate. 
The different gait analysis models use different approaches to estimate the body 
segment parameters. Vaughan et al. (1999) use a modelling procedure, which is based 
on a cadaveric study by Chandler et al. (1975). This approach can be seen in chapter 
three where it is used to estimate the body segment parameters in the BodyBuilder 
model. Davis et al. (1991) derive their body segment parameters based on a simple 
relationship described by Dempster et al. (1959). 
The estimation of body segment parameters has a direct impact on the calculation of 
joint centres, segment masses and centres of gravity, which in turn affects the joint 
kinetics. As can be seen, there are different methods of determining these parameters. 
GaitLab 2.0 and the BodyBuilder model use the modelling procedure based on 
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Vaughan et al. (1999) while Vicon Clinical Manager and Peak Motus 2000 use the 
reJationships described by Dempster et al. (1959). 
2.2 Marker Positions 
Cappello et al. (1997) suggest how marker points need to be selected: 
1. Sufficient measurements of each marker should be avai1able. The light reflected 
from the markers should be visible to sufficient cameras for identification. 
2. The number of markers associated with each bone must be more than or equal to 
three. 
3. The distance between markers and the offset of the marker from any line joining 
two others on the same bone must be sufficiently large to avoid error propagation 
from reconstructed marker co-ordinates to bone orientation. 
4. The relative movement between markers and the underlying bone should be 
minimal. 
5. Mounting the markers on the subject should be quick and easy. 
A modified Helen Hayes Hospital marker set is used in this study and can be seen in 
Figures 1.1 and 1.2. This marker set has been modified from the marker sets described 
by Kadaba et al. (1990) and Davis et al. (1991). The modified Helen Hayes marker 
set makes use of the heel marker, while the original marker set does not describe the 
use of a heel marker. A common marker set is used in all the gait analysis software 
packages analysed in this study, therefore the variations which may exist because of 
the use of different marker sets is eliminated. 
Vaughan et al. (1999) expJain the advantages and disadvantages of the marker set 
used in this study. Advantages include: Markers are easy to track in three-dimensional 
space with video based kinematic systems; and provide more accurate orientation of 
the segment in three-dimensional space. Disadvantages are that the wands encumber 
the subject; and with jerky movement the wands will vibrate and move reJative to the 
underlying skin. 
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Vaughan et al. (1999) continue to explain that one of the problems in capturing 
kinematic data is that the analyst is interested in the position of the l.Ulderlying 
skeleton but he or she is only able to measure the positions of the external1andmarks. 
Cappello et al. (1997) state that reconstructed marker trajectories are not stationary 
with respect to the l.Ulderlying bone, which is in contradiction with the objective of 
reconstructing a bone embedded reference axis and is the problem which has 
prevented motion analysis from supporting the clinical interpretations as it could. 
They describe two types of l.Uldesired movement: The error of marker co-ordinate 
reconstruction in the laboratory frame; and the relative movement between the marker 
and the l.Ulderlying bone (skin movement artefacts). Segment embedded axis 
modelling procedures often do not accommodate these artefacts and assume the 
marker cluster to be rigid with the bone and not deformable. 
Cappello et al. (1997) descnre two methods of segment axis estimation from external 
markers. The :first is a non-optimal estimation from three-marker clusters. A local 
reference frame can be defined starting with the co-ordinates of three non-collinear 
markers. This assumes that the position of the three markers is error free. The second 
method is the least squares estimation from a cluster of more than three marke~ 
which attempts to acCOl.Ult for the lack of accuracy in marker placement. 
In a study descnred by Cappello et a/. (1997), they conclude that even when four well 
distributed markers are selected to form a cluster, errors in bone orientation and 
position have a root mean square value in the order of 3° and 3 mm respectively and 
this requires attention to avoid excessive influence on the description of joint 
mechanics. 
The gait models compared in this study use non-optimal methods to calculate the bone 
embedded axes. This method is used in the gait models, because of the problems with 
the number of markers needed. A large number of markers may cause subject 
encumbrance and may also violate one of Cappello's suggestions for marker 
placement, in that error propagation might occur because of confusion between the 
markers. 
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Errors occurring as a result of marker placement are therefore almost inevitable. 
However the focus of this study is not marker positioning and the gait parameters are 
calculated from a common marker set. 
2.3 Segment Axes and Joint Centres 
Grood and Suntay (1983) explain that the motions which occur in most anatomical 
joints involve three-dimensional movement, which is descnbed by six independent 
co-ordinates or degrees offreedom. Three are translations and three are rotations. To 
construct a co-ordinate system for any joint system, it is necessary to specifY: the 
cartesian co-ordinate system fixed in each bone, to describe its shape; the body fixed 
axes of the joint co-ordinate system and reference axes ofthe joint co-ordinate system 
used to describe the relative motion between the two bones; and the location of the 
translation reference points. 
They suggest that it is convenient to establish the cartesian systems in each bone so 
that two of their axes correspond to the body fixed and reference axes of the joint co-
ordinate system and to locate the origin of the cartesian systems coincident with the 
translation points or centres of gravity. 
The purpose of a co-ordinate system is to allow the relative position between two 
bodies to be specified. The description of motion is the characterisation of how their 
relative position changes with time. 
Davis et al. (1991) determine the instantaneous orientation of an orthogonal marker 
based, embedded co-ordinate system for each segment: trunk; pelvis; thighs; shanks; 
and feet. The Davis method of calculating the bone embedded co-ordinate system is 
described below. The pelvic co-ordinate system is constructed from the three-
dimensional location vectors of the three pelvic markers (Right and Left anterior 
superior iliac spines (ASIS) and Sacrum). First two vectors are defined. 
V I = O.S(Right ASIS + Left ASIS) - Sacrum 2.1 
V 2 = Left ASIS -Right ASIS 2.2 
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V 2 is then normalised to define a unit vector Oy and a third vector is computed: 
2.3 
V 3 is nonnalised to become unit vector 0" and finally unit vector Oz is computed from 
the cross product ofo" and Oy. A similar process is repeated for each of the other body 
segments. 
Davis et al. (1991) descn"be their approach for determining joint centres as follows. 
Each joint centre is calculated relative to the associated embedded co-ordinate system 
descn"bed above. The hip centre is located relative to the origin of the pelvic 
embedded co-ordinate systeI1\ the knee centre relative to the origin of the thigh 
embedded segment and the ankle relative to the origin of the shank embedded co-
ordinate system. 
The basis for the algorithm to locate the hip joint centre was developed at Newington 
Children's' Hospital in 1981 through radiographic examination of 25 hips. Three 
constants are produced for the model (Figure 2.2).9 = 28.4° (±6.6j. rl = 18° (±40 ) and 
C, which is a function oneg length and can be predicted with the equation: 
C = 0.115(LegLength) - 0.0153. 2.4 
Figure 2.2 Geometry to locate the hip joint centre described by Davis et 01. (1991) 
The location of the hip joint centre in pelvic co-ordinates relative to the origin of the 
pelvic embedded co-ordinate system is therefore defined by Davis et al. (1991) as: 
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XHipJoint = [-Xdis - rllllllker] cos(~) + C cos(9)sin(~) 2.5 
Y HipJoint = S[C sin(9) - dASIsl2] 2.6 
ZHipJoint = [-Xdis - rmarker] sin(~) - C cos(9) cos(~) 2.7 
Where: dASIS is the inter ASIS distance, Xdis is the anterior-posterior component of the 
ASIS distance, rmarker is the marker radius and S is + 1 for the right side and -1 for the 
left. The knee centre is calculated based on the knee width measurement Wknee and the 
location of the ankle joint centre uses the same strategy as that for the knee. 
Kadaba et al. (1990) use an empirical relation based on a pelvic radiograph study to 
estimate the location of the hip joint centre relative to the ASIS location and pelvic 
orientations. IJK represents the unit vectors of the embedded co-ordinates. For the 
pelvis, J is the unit vector along the line from right to left ASIS marker. I is 
perpendicular to J, pointing forward, and is in the plane defined by both ASIS and the 
sacral marker. The unit vector K is perpendicular to both I and J, defining a right-
handed cartesian co-ordinate system. For the thigh, the unit vector K is in the 
direction from knee centre to hip centre, J is in the plane defined by the hip centre, 
knee centre and the thigh wand marker, in an orientation perpendicular to the K unit 
vector and points to the subjects left. I is calculated from the cross product of J and K. 
The shank unit vectors are defined identical to the thigh, with the knee centre, ankle 
centre and shank wand replacing those points used for the thigh. The foot has only 
two markers on it with no heel marker being necessary and therefore only one unit 
vector can be calculated and only two angular motions can be derived at the ankle 
joint. The unit vector is calculated from the line segment joining the ankle joint centre 
to the toe marker. 
Vaughan et al. (1999) discuss modelling the human body as a series of interconnected 
rigid links in a standard biomechanical approach. A segment in three-dimensional 
space has six degrees of freedom, which means that six independent co-ordinates are 
needed to describe the segment's position in space. 
Vaughan et al. (1999) describe a method of determining the embedded segment axes 
from the external marker positions which is described in chapter three. The method is 
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Fioretti et al. (1997) state that the expression joint kinematics" alludes to the 
description of the re1ative movement between two adjacent bones. The methods of 
calcu1ation must allow for comparison and generalisation of observations. They 
suggest the following requirements: 
• Results must be repeatable and based on unambiguous definitions and consistently 
identifiable measurable quantities; 
• The results should be expressed in established anatomical and physiological 
tenninology; and 
• The description of joint movements should be consistent with the descriptions 
already provided in the anatomical and physiological literature. 
Chao (1980) explains that joint motions involved in daily activities are usually three-
dimensional. When pathological changes occur in a joint, its deformity is often 
manifested in more than one plane. The ability to define joint orientation in three-
dimensional space following the traditional rigid body theory is essential. Without a 
common definition of joint motion measurement, various experimental methods will 
be difficult to compare, thus making data sharing impossible. 
Chao (1980) describes a method of determining Euler angle rotations and joint 
rotations using a triaxial goniometer. He states that to uniquely describe the relative 
angular orientation of two rigid bodies, connected by a joint, the use of Eulerian 
angles is the most convenient. Each segment has a set of unit vectors fixed to the 
reference frame of the body. The rotational sequence of motion follows the order of 
co-ordinate axes Z, y' and z". Where y' and z" are two intermediate axes remaining 
fixed to the moving body. The final position of the moving segment can be orientated 
re1ative to the fixed segment in terms ofthree Eulerian angles e, 'I' and cpo 
Chao (1980) also comments that whenever the limb is allowed to move freely in three 
dimensions, the clinician is usually lost in defining the precise movement of the joint, 
and therefore a standardised joint motion definition must be established. Motion 
analysis has advanced in the two decades since Chao made these statements and the 
problem for the clinician now is not the definition of the movement. Chao's method of 
defining Euler angles is now one of a few different orientations and the problem for 
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clinicians today has more to do with how the different calcuJations compare to one 
another. 
Grood and Suntay (1983) descnbe a method ofthree--dimensionaljoint motion which 
they feel will facilitate the commwncation between biomechanician and physician. 
They introduce a convenient co-ordinate system for describing three-dimensional 
motion along with its application to the human knee. 
Grood and Suntay (1983) describe three unit base vectors, which define the axes as e., 
e2 and e3. Two of the axes are called body fixed axes, and are embedded in the two 
bodies whose relative motion is to be described. Their directions are specified by the 
vectors e) in the first body and e3 in the second body. These two vectors are not 
necessarily perpendicuJar to each other. The :fixed axes move with the respective 
bodies. The third axis is the common perpendicuJar axis between the two bodies and 
is described by the following equation: 
2.8 
e2 is referred to as the floating axis (Figure 2.3). 
Body A 
BodyB 
Figure 2.3 Definition of segment reference axis as described by Grood and Suntay (1983) 
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Grood and Suntay (1983) describe the first two joint angles (a. and "{) as the rotation 
of the distal segment relative to the proximal segment about el and e3. The third 
relative rotation occurs about the floating axis and is measured as the angle, J3 
between the two body fixed axes: 
cos J3 = el • e3 (alxiuction-adduction) 2.9 
The Grood and Suntay (1983) definition of Euler angles is sequence independent. The 
relation between the angles, their joint co-ordinate system and conventional Euler 
angles is explained. For a given set of Euler angles, there is a unique set of axes 
corresponding to the joint co-ordinate syste~ a body fixed axis in the stationary 
segment; a body fixed axis in the moving segment; and a common perpendicular axis 
to these two. If the femur is assumed to be fixed and the tibia moving, then the joint 
co-ordinate system would correspond to a sequence of Euler rotations, first about the 
common x-axes, second about the rotated y axis in the tibia and third about the twice 
rotated z axis in the tibia. 
Grood and Suntay (1983) argue that Euler angles, as described by the joint co-
ordinate system, provide a precise mathematical description of clinical terminology 
for joint rotational motions. 
Vaughan et 01. (1999) use methods for calculating joint angles based on Chao (1980) 
and Grood and Suntay (1983). Each joint has a reference frame in the proximal and 
distal segments. For the hip joint these are the pelvis and thigh, for the knee joint they 
are the thigh and calf and for the ankle joint, the calf and foot. Joint angles are defined 
as a rotation of the distal segment relative to the proximal segment. The GaitLab 2.0, 
Peak Motus 2000 and BodyBuilder models use the methods described by Vaughan et 
01. (1999) to calculate the joint angles. 
Vicon Clinical Manager uses the methods described by Kadaba et 01. (1990) and 
Davis et 01. (1991) to estimate joint angles and Euler angles. Kadaba et 01. (1990) 
explain that orthopaedic angles specifY the relative orientation of the distal moving 
segment with respect to the proximal reference frames. If IJK are the unit vectors of 
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the proximal reference segment, and 13 J 3 K3 are the unit vectors in the distal 
embedded segments, then the rotational angles are calcuJated with the following 
equations: 
92 = sin"I(-K3 • J) 
91 = Sin-1[(K3 • 1)/cos(92)] 




For the ankle joint, the direction cosine matrix relating the foot frame and shank frame 
may be derived based on two orthopaedic angles. As is described above, the foot 
segment is defined with only one unit vector and therefore only two ankle rotations 
can be defined. The rotational angles of the foot are: 
93 = sin-1(13 • J) 
91 = sin-1(K3 • I) 
2.13 
2.14 
At each of the joints, flexion-extension is assumed as the first rotation, alxluction-
adduction is assumed to be the second rotation and the internal-external rotation takes 
place about the third rotated axis. They suggest that while it may be difficult to define 
the embedded axis exactly, it is necessary to be consistent in the definition so that it 
would be possible to compare data between different gait laboratories. (Kadaba et 01., 
1990) 
Davis et 01. (1991) base their calcuJations of joint angles on the determination of Euler 
angles with a y-x-z axis rotation sequence (Kadaba et 01., 1990). The joint angles 
calcuJated correspond to flexion-extension, adduction-alxluction and internal-external 
rotation. 
Fioretti et 01. (1997) discuss a study by Woltring (1994), in which a comparison is 
made of different methods for calcuJating a joint angle by various cardanic sequences 
applied to two different orientation matrices. Four methods are compared: 
1. The cardanic conventions described by Grood and Suntay (1983). 
2. The orthogonal projections of the orientation vector on the proximal bone 
embedded frame. 
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3. The non-orthogonal projections of the orientation vector on the joint axes defined 
by Grood and Suntay's cardanic conventions. 
4. Joint angles obtained from a geometric approach. 
The resuhs showed that the joint angle curves have similar characteristics, 
demonstrating almost the same shape in time. They therefore state that it is difficult to 
claim superiority of one method over another and that the real difficulties lie in the 
experimental artefacts and errors. 
Woltring (1994) describes a method of calculating joint angles and segment angles 
based on the concept of the attitude vector derived from Euler's theorem. He 
concludes that the attitude vector is better suited, than the CardaniclEulerian angles 
described by Chao (1980) and Grood and Suntay (1983), for representing three 
dimensional attitudes and rotations because of the orthogonality of the axes with 
respect to which its components are defined. Although this method is not used in any 
of the gait analysis software packages being studied, it is necessary to point out that 
other methods do exist and have their advantages and disadvantages. 
2.5 Joint Kinetics 
The calculation of joint kinetics is also an important aspect of gait analysis. Internal 
joint forces are transmitted by muscle action, tension in the ligaments and forces 
transmitted through the joint contact areas. (Rose and Gamble, 1994). Joint torques or 
moments may be thought of as the resuhant effect of the forces exerted by the muscles 
crossing the joint. Vaughan (1996) refers to internal joint torques where the proximal 
segment exerts a torque on the distal segment. This convention is used for all kinetic 
calculations in all the gait models studied. 
Davis et of. (1991) compute the three-dimensional joint moments using Newtonian 
mechanics, including angular accelerations and velocities and moments of inertia. The 
segmental mass, centre of mass location and segmental moments of inertia are 
approximated using the relationships of Dempster et of. (1959). A weighted least 
squares numerical differentiation scheme is used to compute the velocities and 
accelerations. Moment vectors are expressed relative to the embedded segment 
reference axes. This kinetic analysis is similar in to Vaughan et of. (1999) who use a 
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different approximation for body segment parameters and a finite difference theory to 
calculate derivatives. 
Vaughan et aZ. (1996) agree that joint torques are subject to a variety of errors. The 
ground reaction forces make a significant contnbution to the joint torques and are also 
the most reliable and accurate of the parameters, which are used to calculate joint 
torques. Segmental anthropometry and the segment accelerations are notoriously 
inaccurate but they do not make a large contribution to joint torques. The lever anDS, 
the last parameter, have an important impact on joint torques and are very sensitive to 
marker placement on the skin and the biomechanical model chosen. Distal joint 
torques at the ankle therefore tend to be more reliable than proximal joint torques at 
the hip. 
It is evident that although the ground reaction force data are generally accurate and 
the same for all gait analysis models, it is possible for variations between the models 
to be evident because of the different estimation methods used to calculate body 
segment parameters and the segment reference frames. 
2.6 Filtering Techniques 
All gait analysis models being compared in this study use some form of filtering, to 
smooth the raw displacement data before estimating the gait parameters. There are a 
number of different filtering techniques used in the different gait analysis models 
(Barth et aZ., 1998). Vaughan (1982) discusses spline theory and digital filter theory 
which is used to filter raw displacement data, and finite difference theory which is 
used to find the first and second derivatives of the displacement-time data (velocity 
and acceleration). He compares the results of filtering from the different methods and 
concludes that the quintic spline is a good method to use for filtering, while a digital 
filter yields satisfactory results. 
The Vicon Clinical Manager gait analysis model uses a Bezier spline interpolation 
(Hamming, 1983), which works by finding four valid sampled values, two either side 
of the required interpolation time. The Peak Motus 2000 model uses a 41h order 
Butterworth fiher (Hamming, 1983), while GaitLab 2.0 uses a 200 order low-pass 
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Butterworth fiher (Vaughan, 1982) and the BodyBuilder model uses a five point 
weighted average filter (Lynn and Fuerst, 1989) to smooth the raw displacement data. 
These different methods may effect a difference between the different software 
packages for all gait parameters. 
2.7 Statistical Analysis 
Kadaba et al. (1989) and Growney et al. (1997) use a coefficient of multiple 
correlation (CMC) to descn"be the repeatability of kinematic and kinetic data. The 
CMC yields a measure of the repeatability of the gait cycle within a test day and 
between test days. Winter (1991) describes the coefficient of variation to test the 
repeatability of gait cycles and is the average standard deviation in the gait parameter 
divided by the average mean. These statistical comparisons are all coefficients. When 
the gait cycles are similar the coefficients tend to one and when they differ, these 
coefficients tend to zero. These methods do not compare the gait cycles at different 
time increments. This makes it difficuh to assess where the differences in the gait 
cycle occur and what the causes of these differences are. 
2.8 Summary of Literature 
I Software Body Joint Centres Joint Angles Joint Filtering 
Package Segment Kinetics techniques 
Parameters 
Vicon Dempsteret Daviset al. Daviset aI. Davisetal. Dezier spline 
Clinical aI. (1959) (1991), Kadaba ( 1991), Kadaba (1991) interpolation. 
"". et al. (1990) et aI. (1990) 
PeakMotus Dempster et Based on Based on Based on 4th order low 
2000 al. (1959) Vaughan et al. Vaughan et aI. Vaughanet pass 
(1999) (1999) al (1999) Butterworth 
filter. 
GaitLab2.0 Vaughanet Vaughan et al. Groodand Vaughanet 200 order low 
aI. (1999) (1999) Stmtay (1983), al. (1999) pass 
Chao (1980) Butterworth 
filter. 
Vicon Vaughan et Vaughan et aI. Vaughan et aI. Vaughanet Fiverpoint 
BodyBuilder aI. (1999) (1999) (1999) al (1999) weighted 
average filter. 




Materials and Methods 
The following materia1s are used to capture and process the gait data. The external 
marker data are captured with a Vicon 370, 6 camera motion analysis system and 
Vicon Workstation 3.0 motion analysis software from Oxford Metrics. Force plate 
data are captured from a six channel (508 by 464 mm) force plate from AMTI. The 
gait data are processed with GaitLab 2.0 gait analysis software from Kiboho 
publishers, Vicon Clinical Manager gait analysis software from Oxford Metrics, Peak 
Motus 2000, 3D Gait Analysis module from Peak Performance and Vicon 
Bodybuilder software version 3.52 for model development from Oxford Metrics. C30 
:files are converted to OST file format with the Rdata2 conversion program from 
Motion lab Systems. 
The names and contact details of all the software vendors whose programs are used in 
this study are presented in Appendix O. 
3.2 The BodyBuilder Model 
A complete gait analysis model is developed using the Vicon BodyBuilder model 
development software, distnbuted by Oxford Metrics. The model uses the 
mathematical algorithms descnbed by Vaughan et al. (1999). The model is described 
in two BodyBuilder executable files (Appendix B). The first is a parameter file, which 
includes subject constants such as the anthropometric parameters, sample frequency 
and established constants such as 1t and gravitational acceleration. A parameter file 
needs to be written for each subject, so that the different anthropometries of the 
subjects can be entered. 
The BodyBuilder model itself describes the mathematical algorithms that calculate the 
body segment parameters, bone embedded reference axes, the joint angles, Euler 
angles and resultant joint kinetics. The detailed model is presented in Appendix B, but 
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a general summary of the model will be described below. 
A macro is a procedure that will be used repeatedly in the program and once defined 
can be called as many times as required. The BodyBuilder model begins with macro 
procedures to calculate vector and scalar products. A macro procedure to apply a 
filtering technique is also included in this section. 
The vector (or cross) product is used to find the orthogonal result of two orthogonal 
vectors. The macro for a vector product takes the form: 
Cross product { One(Y)xTwo(Z)-One(Z)xTwo(Y), 
One(Z)xTwo(X)-One(X)xTwo(Z), 
One(X)xTwo(Y)-One(Y)xTwo(X)} 3.1 
where One and Two are two orthogonal vectors in the directions X, Y and Z. 
The scalar (or dot) product is used to multiply vectors and takes the form: 
Dot product ={One(X)xTwo(X))+One(Y)xTwo(Y)+One(Z)xTwo(Z)} 3.2 
Where One and Two are vectors in the directions X, Y and Z. The last macro 
provides a weighted average filter technique which is used to filter the displacement 
data before further calculations are performed. The filter takes on the form: 
3.3 
where x refers to unfiltered co-ordinate data and i refers to the ith sample frame. This 
filter is a five point weighted average filter and the function can be found in the 
BodyBuilder software package (Lynn and Fuerst, 1989). 
Once the macros have been defined, the model continues with the calculation of body 
segment masses and moments of inertia based on the anthropometric measurements of 
the subject. Twenty anthropometric measurements are recorded for each subject 
immediately prior to the gait analysis being performed. These measurements are 
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chosen based on the method described by Vaughan et al. (1999). The anthropometric 
measurements are described in Table 3.1. 
Parameter Description 
Total Body Mass Measure the mass of the subject with aU clothes except 
underwear removed. 
ASIS Breadth With a calliper, the distance between the anterior superior iliac 
spines is measured. 
Thigh Length With a calliper, the vertical distance between the superior point 
of the greater trochanter of the femur and the superior margin 
of the lateral tibia is measured. 
Midthigh Circumference With a tape measure perpendicular to the long axis of the leg at 
a point midway between the trochanteric and tibial landmarks, 
the circumference of the thigh is measured. 
Calf Length With a calliper, the vertical distance between the superior 
margin of the lateral tibia and the lateral maUeolus is measured. 
Calf Circumference With a tape measure perpendicular to the long axis of the lower 
leg, the maximum circumference of the calf is measured. 
Knee Diameter With a calliper. the maximum diameter of the knee across the 
femoral epicondyles. is measured. 
Foot Length With a calliper, the distance :from the posterior margin of the 
heel to the tip of the longest toe is measured. 
Malleolus Height With the subject standing, the vertical distance :from the 
standing surface to the lateral malleolus is measured using a 
calliper. 
Malleolus Width With a calliper, the maximum distance between the medial and 
lateral malleoli is measured. 
Foot Breadth With a calliper, the breadth across the distal ends of metatarsal I 
and V is measured. 
Table 3.1 Anthropometric measurements as described by Vaughan et al. (1999) 
The segment masses are calculated using the prediction equations and theory 
described by Vaughan et al. (1999). A linear regression equation is used to predict 
the segment masses, which has the form: 
Segment mass = Cl(Total body mass) + C2(Length)3 + C3 3.4 
where C 1, C2 and C3 are regression coefficients. The shapes of the thigh and calf are 
represented as cylinders: 
Mass of cylinder = (Density)! (Length)(CircumferenceiI41t 3.5 
and a right pyramid represents the shape ofthe foot: 
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Mass of pyramid = (1I3)(Density)(Width)(Height)(Length) 3.6 
The regression equations are based on six cadavers studied by Chandler et al. (1975). 
The segment moment of inertia is related to body mass and the length of the segment 
squared. The linear regression equation for predicting segment moment of inertia has 
the fonn: 
Segment moment of inertia = C4(Total body mass)(Lengthi + C5 3.7 
where C4 and C5 are regression coefficients. As in the segment mass calculations, the 
shape of the thigh and calf can be represented by cylinders while that of the foot is 
represented by a right pyramid. Therefore using the mathematical definition of 
moment of inertia and standard integrals: 
Moment of inertia of a cylinder about the flexion-extension axis = 
(l/12)(Mass)[(Lengthi + O.076(Circumference )2] 3.8 
Moment of inertia of a cylinder about the abduction-adduction axis = 
(1I12)(Mass)[(Length)2 + O.076(Circumference)2] 3.9 
Moment of inertia of a cylinder about the internal-external rotation axis = 
(lISn:f2)(Mass)( Circumference i 3.10 
The next step in the model is to estimate the lower extremity joint centres (right and 
left hip, knee and ankle joints) and position of the left and right toes. The modified 
Helen Hayes Hospital marker set is described in chapter one and with Figures la and 
1 b. The three-step strategy described by Vaughan et al. (1999) to calculate the 
positions of the joint centres is followed. First three markers are selected from the 
segment of interest; then an orthogonal uvw reference axis is created based on the 
three markers and finally prediction equations are used to estimate the joint centres. 
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To create the uvw reference axes for the foot the origin of the axis is placed at the 
Interal malleolus marker. The three markers on the foot segment (Lateral malleolus, 
Heel and Metatarsal head II) will then fonn a plane (Figure 3.1). The W axis is 
perpendicular to this plane with its origin at the lateral malleolus marker. The u axis is 
parallel to a line between the heel and the second metatarsal head and the v axis is 
orthogonal to both the u and. waxes, so that the uvw axes form a so-called right-
handed system. Using this uvw system the prediction equations for the right ankle 






Figure 3.1 The uvw reference system used to define the foot as described by Vaughan el al. (1999) 
Ankle joint centre = Lateral malleolus marker 
+ O.016(Foot length)ufoot 
Toe point = 
+ O.392(Malleolus height)vfoot 
+ 0.478(Malleolus width)wfoot 
Lateral malleolus marker 
+ O.742(Foot length)ufoot 
+ 1.074(Malleolus height)vfoot 
- 0.187(Malleolus width)wfoot 
3. t t 
3.12 
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To create the uvw reference axes for the catt: the origin is placed at the femoral 
epicondyle marker. The three markers on the calf (Femoral epicondyle, Tibial wand 
and Lateral Malleolus) now form a plane, the w axis is perpendicular to this plane 
(Figure 3.2). The v axis is parallel to the line between the lateral epicondyle marker 
and the lateral malleolus marker with its origin at the femoral epicondyle marker and 
the u axis is at right angles to the v and waxes, forming a right-handed system. The 
prediction equation for the right knee joint centre can now be described: 
Ucalf 
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Figure 3.2 The uvwreference system used to define the calfas described by Vaughan et al. (1999) 
Knee joint centre = Femoral epicondyle marker 
+ O.500(Knee diameter)ucalf 3.13 
There is no need to include the w and v axes in the prediction equation as the knee 
joint centre is assumed to be along the u axis. 
When creating the uvw axes for the pelvis, we place the origin at the sacral marker. 
The three markers (Sacral, Left ASIS and Right ASIS) form a plane and the w axis is 
perpendicular to this plane (Figure 3.3). The v axis is parallel to the line between the 
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left and right ASIS's with its origin at the sacral marker and the u axis is at right 
angles to both the v and W axes and uvw thus fonn a right-handed system. The 





Figure 3.3 The U'fW reference system used to define the pelvis as described by Vaughan et al. (1999) 
Hip joint centre = Sacral marker 
+ O.598(ASIS breadth)upelvis 
± O.344(ASIS breadth)vpelvis 
- O.290(ASIS breadth)Wpelvis 
The +/- differentiates between the left (+) and right (-) hips. 
3.14 
The coefficients in the prediction equations (3.11, 3.12 and 3.13) have been based on 
direct three-dimensional measurements of 12 normal subjects, while those for the hip 
joint (3.14) are based on stereo X-rays ofa normal subject (Vaughan, 1983). 
The model continues by defining the segment reference frames (xyz), which will 
descn'be how each segment is positioned relative to the global reference frame (XYZ). 
The origin of each reference frame (xyz) is at the segment's centre of gravity. The 
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description of the segment reference frames can be found in Vaughan et al. (1999). 
The pelvis segment reference frame is described based on the pelvis uvw axis 
described above, with the x axis pointing vertically up along the w axis, the y axis 
being along the u axis and pointing anteriorly and the z axis pointing to the subject's 
left along the v axis (Figure3.4). 
z 
o 
Figure 3.4 The segment reference frames :from Vaughan et al. (1999). 1 and 2 are the right and left 
thigh, 3 and 4 are the right and left calf, 5 and 6 are the right and left foot respectively 
In the thigh segments, the x axis runs from the knee joint centre to the hip joint centre. 
The hip joint, knee joint and thigh wand describe the xz plane. The y axis is at right 
angles to the xz plane and points anteriorly. The z axis is perpendicular to the x and y 
axes by the right-handed screw rule and points to the subject's left (Figure 3.4). 
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In the calf segments, the x axis again nutS distal to proximal from the ankle joint 
centre to the knee joint centre. The knee and ankle joints and the tibial wand form the 
xz plane. The y axis is once again at right angles to the xz plane and points anteriorly, 
while the z axis is perpendicular to the x and y axes by the right-handed screw rule 
and points to the subject's left (Figure 3.4). 
In the foot segments, the x axis is directed from the toe point to the heel marker. The 
xy plane is formed by the ankle joint, toe position and heel marker, and the z axis is at 
right angles to the xy plane and points to the subject's left. The y axis is obtained from 
the right-handed screw rule and points up (Figure 3.4). 
Using the data from Chandler et al. (1975), the equations for formulating the segment 
centres of gravity are derived (Appendix B). The linear velocities and accelerations 
for each segment centre of gravity are also calculated. The velocities of the segment 
centres of gravity are the first derivatives of the segment centre of gravity 
displacement calculations, while the accelerations are the second derivative of the 
segment displacements. 
Once the reference axes have been defined, the joint angle calculations are completed. 
The joint angle calculations include the three pelvis rotations, tilt, obliquity and 
rotation, the right and left, hip and knee angles around the three reference axes, xyz, 
namely flexion-extension, abduction-adduction and internal-external rotation and the 
ankle pIantar-dorsi flexion, varus-valgus and inversion-eversion angles. As each joint 
has a reference frame embedded in its proximal and distal segment, the joint angles 
are defined as a rotation of the distal segment reJative to the proximal one. 
The angle rotations can be defined as (Figure 3.5): 
• flexion-extension and plantar-dorsi flexion take place about the medioJateral axis 
of the proximal segment; 
• internal-external rotation take place about the longitudinal axis of the distal 
segment; and 
• abduction-adduction take place about the floating axis which is at right angles to 


















External rotation C) 
Figure 3.5 Joint angle rotations for the left knee described by Vaughan et al. (1999) 
Euler angles are then calculated. Each segment's position is defined by six co-
ordinates: the xyz co-ordinates, whi~h define the position of the segment's centre of 
gravity; and three Euler angles. To calculate the Euler angles, the segment's centre of 
gravity is moved to coincide with the global reference origin, a line of nodes is 
defined at right angles to both the global Z axis and the segment z axis, and the 
segment's reference axis is then rotated from the global reference axis to its original 
. . 
position (Vaughan et al., 1999). The three Euler angles are: 
1. + about the global Z axis. 
2. e about the line of nodes. 
3. 'II about the segment z axis. 
With these Euler angles, the angular velocities and accelerations of each segment are 
calculated. These parameters are needed for Jhe calculation of angular momentum, 
which in tum are required to calculate the joint moments. 
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Finally, the joint kinetics can be calculated by integrating the six-parameter data from 
the fOrce pJate. The six parameters are three vector forces in the direction of the global 
X, Y and Z axes, and three vector moments about the global X, Y and Z axes. The 
joint kinetics calculated include: right hip and knee internal-external rotation, flexion-
extension and abduction-adduction moments, right ankle inversion-eversion, plantar-
dorsi flexion and varus-valgus m>ments. 
In the BodyBuilder m>de~ the first step is to extract the three-dimensional fOrces and 
moments from the force pJate and filter the ground reaction fOrce data to match the 
ground reaction force data inputs used in the other models. The force pJate data 
needed to be filtered as the AMTI six channel force plate makes use of an external 
amplifier. 60 Hz inteference from the Vicon cameras is picked up in the cables which 
run from the force pJate to the amplifier. Another filter is also applied to the force 
plate data by setting all force pJate data to zero when the force in the vertical direction 
is less than 10 Newton. This filter decreases the amount of noise experienced when 
the subject is not on the force plate and only allows the ground reaction fOrces to be 
taken into account when the vertical force is more than 10 Newton. 
The point at which the ground reaction forces acts is calculated This point is known 
as the centre of pressure and can be found by manipulating the equation for moment 
calculations Moment = Force x (lever arm). In this case the lever arm will provide the 
resultant global X and Y positions of the centre of pressure. The centre of pressure 
data are calculated after the initial three point weighted average filter has been run, to 
ensure filtered centre of pressure data. 
Using a free body diagram (Figure 3.6) as a guide, Newton's second Jaw of motion is 
applied to each segment. Newton's second Jaw of motion applied to linear systems 
can be summed up with the equation: 
Sum of the forces = (Mass)(Acceleration) 3.15 
And applied to angu1ar system: 
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Sum of the moments = (Moment ofInertia)(Angular acceleration) 3.16 
Using Newton's equations 3.15 and 3.16 the ankle joint kinetics are calculated. 
F AnkleX = lIlRFootCG X RFootCG - F PlaleX 
F AnkleY = lIlRFootCG Y RFootCG - F PlateY 




Where m is the mass of the segment, m are the segment's accelerations in the 
XYZ global directions and Fplate is the ground reaction force in the XYZ directions. 
Tz 
Figure 3.6 Free body diagram. of the foot from Vaughan et al. (1999) 
The proximal and distal moment arms are then calculated: 
PPrx = Ankle joint centre - Foot CG 




Where PPiate is a vector representing the centre of pressure applied to the force plate. 
The residual moment is calculated: 
MRa; = Tplate + (Prrx x F Ankle) + (PDis x Fplate) 3.22 
Where T Plate is the vector representing the moment about the z axis. Newton's law is 
now applied for anguJar systems and: 
MAnkleX = H" - iFoot • M Res 
MAnkley = Hy - jFoot • MRes 




Where H is the angular momentum and ijk are the segment's reference axis unit 
vectors. The resultant forces and moments are, however now based on the global 
reference frame and they will have more relevance when expressed in terms of a body 
based co-ordinate system. The same axes, which are used to define joint angles, are 
used here. 
Forces: 
• A mediolateral force along the mediolateral axis of the proximal segment. 
• A proximal distal force along the longitudinal axis of the distal segment. 
• An anterior/posterior force along the floating axis perpendicular to the 
mediolateral and longitudinal axes. 
Moments: 
• A flexion/extension moment about the mediolateral axis of the proximal segment. 
• An internal/external rotation moment about the longitudinal axis of the distal 
segment. 
• An abduction/adduction moment about a floating axis perpendicular to the 
mediolateral and longitudinal axes. (Figure 3.5) 
F AnkIe.PrxDis = F Ankle • iFoot 




F AnkleAntPos F Ankle • lamcJe 
MAnkIeJnvEve :::: MAnkIe • iFoot 
MAnkIe.PlaDor = M Ankle • kcaJe 
MAnkIe.varVal:::: - M Ankle • (Ankle 





The BodyBuilder model can be viewed in Appendix B and details of the kinetic 
calculations are taken from Vaughan et 01. (1999). The above explanation, although 
directly related to the BodyBuilder model, serves as an example of the normal 
modelling procedure in all gait analysis models. 
3.3 Calibration Procedure 
The quality of data for gait analysis requires that the cameras are positioned with great 
care and that the calibration procedure is accurately performed. The cameras need to 
be positioned so that they give the best possible view of the markers during the trial. 
The six cameras of the Vicon 370 motion capture system are set up around the 
laboratory walkway. Three cameras are positioned behind the subjects as they walk in 
the positive global X direction. Two cameras are positioned in front of the subjects 
and one camera is positioned to the left of the subjects. All the cameras are 
approximately four metres away from the walkway strip. Figure 3.7 shows the layout 
of the gait analysis laboratory in Cape Town, South Africa. 
Each camera is then checked to ensure that all the markers are detectable in the 
camera's field of view, and that the camera volume will ensure more than one gait 
cycle can be captured. The cameras are adjusted until the volume of walkway for each 
camera is as large as possible. 
The calibration procedure is done in two steps. First a static calibration is performed 
to determine the global XYZ axes of the walkway, and then a dynamic calibration is 











TIle" Climcal L-Frame from Dxfurd Metrics is lined onto the COmeT ortbe force plate: 
with the arms parallel to the sides of the plate. The frame is used for the SIalic 
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The dynamic calibration is perfonned by waving a wand which has two 50 mm 
markers attached 500mm apart. The wand is moved throughout the walkway in an 
attempt to cahbrate the entire measurement volume. 
Once cah'bration is completed, the Vicon Workstation 3.0 software reports the 
calibration residual errors for each camera. To ensure accurate measurement by the 
cameras, the cahbration procedure is repeated before each subject trial until a residual 
error of less than 1.5 mm is recorded for each camera. 
3.4 Data Capture Procedure 
Twenty subjects are recruited so that the different gait models can be compared and 
evaluated with variable data. The subjects are recruited from students, staff and 
children involved with or affiliated to the Sports Science Institute of South Africa in 
Cape Town, South Africa. Nine adult male, six adult female and five male adolescents 
are used as subjects, so that a wide range of heights and body masses can be assessed 
(Table 3.2). 
Subject Gender Age (years) Height(cm) Body Mass (kg) 
• 1 Male 18 180.0 138.5 
2 Male 24 179.0 90.0 
• 3 Female 19 165.4 60.2 
4 
~ 
22 174.5 78.0 
5 Ie 33 163.0 73.0 
6 Male 28 166.0 62.0 
7 Male 8 128.0 126.5 
8 Male 25 Kf'O 74.0 9 Female * 
r4.0 59.0 
10 Male 154.4 39.6 
11 Female 26 164.0 67.0 
12 Female 29 160.0 71.5 
13 Female 26 169.0 HH 14 Male 17 ~ 15 Male 50 97.0 
16 Male 29 183.0 75.0 
17 Male 22 169.0 65.5 
18 Male 10 136.6 56.5 
19 Male 10 148.0 ~ 20 Male 9 137.0 
Mean 22.1 165.9 66.6 
SD 9.9 18.1 25.1 
Table 3.2 Subject gender, age, height and body mass 
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Marker trajectory data are captured with the Vicon 370, six-camera motion analysis 
system and Vicon Workstation 3.0 software at a capture frequency of 60 Hz. The 
ground reaction force data are captured with the AMTI six-channel force pJate at a 
capture frequency of 120 Hz. All subjects are tested in the gait analysis laboratory of 
the University of Cape To~ located at the Sports Science Institute of South Africa 
in Cape Town. 
The first step in the data capture procedure is to record the 20 anthropometric 
parameters for each subject as mentioned above. All data are collected with the 
subjects wearing nmning shorts, bare chested except for the female subjects. The 
subjects walked barefoot. Once the anthropometric data are recorded, retro-reflective 
markers are attached to the subject according to the marker positions of the modified 
Helen Hayes Hospital marker set (Figures la and Ib). The retro-reflective markers are 
all 25mm spheres covered in 3M retro-reflective tape. The wand markers are attached 
to 50mm stalks, which in turn are attached to flexible rubber bases. The markers are 
attached using clear double-sided tape, while the wand marker bases are attached with 
micropore strapping tape. All markers are attached directly to the skin. 
As the wand markers are not attached to bony landmarks, it is necessary to follow a 
protocol for attaching the markers. The tibial wand is attached by :first attaching the 
femoral epicondyle marker and the lateral malleolus marker and then finding the 
midpoint on a line between these two markers. The femoral wand is placed at the 
midpoint on a line between the superior point of the greater trochanter and the femoral 
epicondyle. It is important that the wands are on the line between their relevant 
markers, so that they define the segment xz planes correctly. As data are being 
compared between gait analysis models and not subjects, a line of sight method is 
used to place the femoral and tibial wands. 
With the markers firmly in place, the subject stands on the force platform filcing in the 
global positive X direction. A static trial is then recorded and checked to ensure that 
all markers are visible. The markers are then labelled using the Vicon Workstation 
software. 
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The subjects are instructed to walk naturally in the global positive X direction along 
the gait laboratory walkway. The laboratory walkway is approximately 11 metres long 
and 1 metre wide (Figure 3.7). The AMTI force plate is sunk. into the floor at the same 
level as the walkway and is 6 metres from the start of the walkway in the global 
positive X direction. The force plate surface is covered in the same colour carpeting as 
the rest of the walkway and is indistinguishable from the rest of the walkway, unless a 
close inspection is performed (Figure 3.7). The carpet covering has no significant 
effect on the force plate signals (Whittle and Ferris, 1993). The subjects are given a 
starting position from which they walk. They repeat the walks until two trials are 
captured in which they place their right foot cleanly on the force plate. The subjects' 
starting position is changed in order to assist in stepping on the force plate without 
requiring them to target the platform However, it has been suggested that targeting 
of the force plate does not significantly affect the results (Grabiner et al., 1995). 
The force plate and camera data are synchronised by the Vicon Workstation 3.0 
software program. The Workstation 3.0 system reconstructs the markers in three 
dimensions from the individual camera data. The file output is in the C3D file format 
which is a binary file containing reconstructed video data, analogue data and 
anthropometric parameters. 
3.5 Data Processing 
Before the raw marker trajectory data and ground reaction force data can be 
processed, it is necessary to arrange the files according to the input format needed for 
each gait analysis software package. The formats are listed in Table 3.3 below: 
Software Package File Format 
BodyBuilder (BB) C3D 
Vicon Clinical Manager (VCM) C3D 
GaitLab 2.0 (GL) DST format, ASCII based format 
Peak Motus 2000 (PM) Comma delimited ASCII format 
Table 3.3 Gait analysis software file fonnats 
The ground reaction force data are filtered using the weighted three-point average 
technique, before it is included in the required file format. For the BodyBuilder model 
this filtering is performed as part of the model calculations, while for the other models 
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the ground reaction force data first had to be extracted. 
The GaitLab 2.0 model requires the data to be converted to the DST file fonnat. The 
files are converted from C3D to DST format using the software program Rdata2 
version 2.406 developed by Edmund Cramp of Motion Lab Systems (Appendix D). 
The force plate data are, however, filtered separately and then the filtered results are 
included in the DST file. Peak Motus 2000 requires the marker trajectory and ground 
reaction force data to be saved as comma delimited ASCII files. The marker 
trajectories and filtered ground reaction forces are then entered into Peak Motus 2000 
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GL PM 
Figure 3.8 Flow chart of the pre-processing procedure for each gait analysis software package 
The files are now ready to be processed using the four gait analysis software 
packages. Eleven gait parameters are chosen to compare the different models. The 
eleven parameters are the most common gait parameters examined by clinicians: 
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• Pelvic Tilt, Obliquity and Rotation angles (3) 
• Hip Flexion-Extension and Alxiuction-Adduction angles (2) 
• Knee Flexion-Extension and Alxiuction-Adduction angles (2) 
• Ankle Plantar-Dorsiflexion angle (1) 
• Hip and Knee Flexion-Extension moments (2) 
• Ankle Plantar-Dorsiflexion moments (1) 
BodyBuilder version 3.52 is used to process the data with the BodyBuilder model. 
The BodyBuilder model described in the section above uses mathematical algorithms 
described by Vaughan et 01. (1999). The BodyBuilder model uses a five point 
weighted average fiher described in equation 3.3, to fiher the raw displacement data. 
In Vicon Clinical Manager version 1.37, the C3D file is processed directly after 
entering the required anthropometric data and calculating the offset angle for the 
ankle from the static trial. This is all calculated in the VCM package. The processed 
files are saved as GCD files, which are ASCII files. The ankle plantar-dorsiflexion 
angles are reported with dorsiflexion positive, while the alxiuction-adduction angles 
are reported with adduction as positive and the flexion-extension moments for the hip 
and the knee are reported with extension positive, while all the moments are 
calculated normalised to body weight. The above mentioned angles and moments are 
reported differently to the other models where the ankle plantar flexion angle is 
positive, the alxiuction angle is positive and the flexion moment is positive and 
moments are reported as Newton metres and are not normalised with body weight. 
The GCD files are therefore transformed so that they have the same format as the 
other models. The Vicon Clinical manager model uses mathematical algorithms 
described by Kadaba et 01. (1990) and Davis et 01. (1991) and a Bezier spline 
interpolation (Hamming, 1983) is used to fiher the raw displacement data. 
The DST files are processed by GaitLab 2.0. As the anthropometric parameters form 
part of the DST file format, the anthropometric data for these trials are entered into 
the Rdata2 program. The results of these trials are once again saved in the DST file 
format. GaitLab 2.0 uses mathematical algorithms described by Vaughan et 01. 
(1999), some of which are based on the work of Chao (1980) and Grood and Suntay 
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(1983) and a low pass digital filtering technique descn'bed by Vaughan (1982) to filter 
the raw displacement data 
The Peak Motus 2000 trials are processed using the ASCII comma delimited files as 
input. The results are exported into comma delimited ASCII files. The anthropometric 
data are entered as part of the gait analysis procedure, which is incorporated in the 
software. Peak Motus 2000 uses mathematical algorithms taken from Vaughan et al. 
(1992) and a 4th order Butterworth low pass digital filter (Hamming, 1983) to filter the 
raw displacement data. 
3.6 Interpolation of Results 
The gait parameters from Vicon Clinical Manager are reported in 51 time increments 
as a percent of gait cycle from 0% to 100% in 2% steps. This reporting format is 
preferred for the data analysis, so that all the data can be compared as a percentage of 
the gait cycle. For this reason, the results from the other gait models have to be 
interpolated so that they will also consist of 51 time increments. 
Because of the large variation in subject heights there is a large variation in step 
length and cadence between the subjects. The interpolation, therefore, also allows for 
inter~subject analysis. 
In order to compare the data, a MATLAB program is used to interpolate the original 
data, to be incorporated into 51 time increments. The MATLAB program uses a 
simple spline interpolation function which can be seen in Appendix C. Seven of the 
twenty gait cycles are also measured from toe off to toe off instead of heel strike to 
heel strike and these cycles are rearranged so that they can be compared with the gait 
cycles of the other subjects. 
The moment calculations for all subjects are also normalised so that they can be 
compared. The subject variabilty in height and weight must be taken into account. 
Therefore the joint moments are normalised by dividing the resulting moment in Nm 
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by the result of Body Weight x Leg Length which also has dimensions Nm. The 
moments are therefore dimensionless. 
3.7 Statistical Analysis 
The aim of this study is to compare the different gait analysis models. In order to do 
this a method has to be found by which the gait cycles processed using the different 
models can be compared on a general basis and at specific points in the gait cycle. 
One model is chosen as the base model, against which the other models can be 
compared. The BodyBuilder model is therefore chosen as the base model and each of 
the other models is compared directly to this model and not to each other. 
A mean value for each of the 51 time increments in the gait cycle over the twenty 
subjects is calculated and the graphs of these means for the BodyBuilder model are 
plotted against those of Vic on Clinical Manager, GaitLab 2.0 and Peak Motus 2000. 
A more in-depth analysis is then carried out by dividing the gait cycle into 10% stages 
from 0% to 90% and comparing the data for the 20 subjects. A repeated measures 
analysis of variance is used to compare the data at each of the 10% stages of the gait 
cycle for each gait parameter. Scheffes post-hoc test is used to compare each of the 
models individually to the BodyBuilder model at each of the ten time increment. The 




The results of the study described in chapter three are presented below. The resuhs of 
the statistical analysis are first pointed out in genera,4 highlighting the significant 
differences which are observed. The results of the subject means from each software 
package, Vicon Clinical Manager (VCM), GaitLab 2.0 (GL) and Peak Motus 2000 
(PM) are then plotted alongside the results of the subject means obtained by the 
BodyBuilder model (BB) and the statistical resuhs of each parameter are presented. 
4.1 Statistical Analysis 
Table 4.1 below displays the results of the analysis of variance and Scheffes post-hoc 
comparison, which is performed on each parameter separately. In the table NS means 
"not significant", * represents 0.05 > p > 0.01 and ** represents p < 0.01. 
The parameters are defined as: 
PAT Pelvic Angle Tilt 
PAO Pelvic Angle Obliquity 
PAR Pelvic Angle Rotation 
HAP Hip Angle Flexion-Extension 
HAA Hip Angle Abduction-Adduction 
KAF Knee Angle Flexion-Extension 
KAA Knee Angle Abduction-Adduction 
AAF Ankle Angle Flexion-Extension 
HMF Hip Moment Flexion-Extension 
KMF Knee Moment Flexion-Extension 
AMF Ankle Moment Flexion-Extension 
Table 4.1 shows no significant differences between BodyBuilder and the other three 
models for pelvic tih and rotation and hip and knee flexion-extension angles at all of 
the 1 (lO/o gait cycle increments at which they are compared. Pelvic obliquity, shows a 
highly significant difference (p<0.0 I) between BB and VCM at (lO/o of the gait cycle 
and a smaller significance (0.05>p>0.0l) at the same point in the cycle for the 
comparison between BB and GL. 
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Parameter CODlparisoll % Gait Cycie 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 901 
PAT VCM NS NS NS NS NS NS ~NS NS 
GL NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
PM NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
PAO VCM •• NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
GL • NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
PM NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
PAR VCM NS NS NS NS NS NS NS ONS GL NS NS NS ~NS NS NS NS 
PM NS NS NS NS NS NS 
~ HAF VCM ti±i NS NS 
NS NS NS NS 
GL NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
PM NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
HAA VCM NS NS NS •• •• •• •• NS NS NS 
GL NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
PM NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
KAF VCM NS NS NS NS 
~ 
NS NS NS 
GL NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
PM NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
KAA VCM W NS NS NS NS NS • NS GL NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS PM NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
i=l AAF VCM •• •• •• •• •• •• • • •• •• GL NS NS NS NS NS ~ NS PM NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
HMF VCM NS NS NS NS NS •• •• NS NS NS 
GL NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
PM NS NS NS NS • •• •• NS NS •• 
KMF VCM NS NS NS NS NS NS •• NS NS NS 
GL NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
PM NS NS NS NS NS NS •• •• NS NS 
1 AMP VCM NS NS NS NS NS .* ~NS NS 
GL NS NS NS±m NS NS NS 
PM NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
Table 4.1 Repeated measures analysis of variance. Scheff6s post-hoc comparison, comparing VCM, 
GL and PM to BB. NS means "not significant", • represents 0.05> P > 0.01 and •• represents p 
<0.01 
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The hip abduction-adduction angle shows a highly significant difference between BB 
and VCM for the 30010 to 60 % gait cycle increments. The ankle flexion-extension 
angle shows a highly significant difference between BB and VCM for all of the gait 
cycle increments at which they are compared. The hip flexion-extension moment 
shows a highly significant difference between BB and VCM at the 50% and 60% 
increments and between BB and PM at the 50010, 60010 and 90010 increments with a 
significant difference being displayed at the 40010 increment. Knee flexion-extension 
moments display a highly significant difference between BB and VCM at 60% of the 
gait cycle and between BB and PM at 60% and 70010 of the gait cycle. Finally the 
ankle flexion-extension moment shows a significant difference between BB and VCM 
at 50% of the gait cycle. 
Table 4.2 shows the mean differences, maximum differences and standard deviations 
between the BodyBuilder model and all of the other models. The difference between 
BB and VCM for the ankle flexion extension angle can be seen to be the largest, with 
a mean difference of6."f and a maximum difference of9."f 
Gait DB-VCM DB-GL DB-PM 
Para_fer MeaD Max SD ..... ...··x SD MeaD Max SD 
PATe) 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 
PAOC) 0.4 1.0 0.3 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.4 1.0 0.2 
PAR(U) 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.1 
HAF(U) 0.8 1.9 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 
HAAC) 1.0 1.7 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 
KAFC) 2.0 5.3 1.2 1.3 3.5 1.0 1.0 2.5 0.8 
KAAC) 0.9 2.8 0.8 0.7 1.0 0.1 0.2 1.2 0.3 
AAFC) 6.7 9.7 1.4 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.8 2.5 0.7 
HMF 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.02 
KMF 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.01 
AMF 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 4.2 Mean differences and standard deviations between DD and the other three models 
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4.2 G"'ph i~.J Rl.'5ull s 
4.2.1 Pelvic Tih 
Figure 4.1 plots lhe ffiC3ns oflbe pelvic tih angles. In Figure 4.1 only mmll visible 
difr~rcnces can be ooticlxl "'.'tween BB aoo the olher three models. The Iargesl 
calculated mean difference b!:1\'ecn the models is fouod bctl'...:en BU and PM. and is 
only O.l~, wilh a maximum dirr~rence of 0.30 [fable 4.1). However the pelvic IiI! 
angle has a large vari~biJily in relation to its r~e of motion (Figur~ A.I in Appelldix 
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4.2.2 Pelvic Obliquity 
Figure 4.2 plots the mcaI\Il of the pelvic obliquity angks. A signiflC>llll ditlt-rcncc 
(p<O.OI) can be SCCIl betwt:<::n 8B and VCM 3t 0"10 and 100-/0 (3SSUIllCd to be tilt' same 
poinl) of the gait qde. A smaller signifICant diffcn:ncc: (O.05>p:>O.OI) is found 
bc:twcCfl 813 and GL 81 0%. A small diffcl"l."fIIX can also be SCCIl bet ..... een SS and PM 
81 0"/ •. However Scheffes posf-hv<' eomparison (Table 4.1) does not show this 
difference 10 be signifICant. as it is b..1 ..... lX'!l BB and the olher two moods. For the res! 
of the cyck: small differcflCCll am be 5CI..'I1 9.1 10"/0 and 51»'. of !hi.> cyde but lhese 
differences 1lTC 001 found 10 be signifx:~nl. 
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4.2.3 Pelvic Rotation 
[n Fi¥ure 4.3, il can be seen thaI only \.cry smal! differences exist between BB and lhe 
olm th~ models for tbe pelvic rotation lingle. and no signilicalll diff~llI:e are 
found. The bli!gdt mean differelll:e over the entin: cycle is found between IlB and 
PM (Table 4.2) and is os li1t1e os O.2g• with a ma.~imum of 0.66• The r.mge of the 
pekic WIllies in al! eoses lill, obliquity a.nd rolDti<ln ~ small and tlll'rcfof(" the \·isibk 
differences, prove 10 be only small angle differences. TlK pe1vic angles are also 
sUbject to a tar!,e variability (Fillures A.1, A.2 and A.3 in Apprndill A) which will 
prevelll the ob!lcr .. t'(l differences from being signiflC.lLlll. 
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·l.2A Right Hip Angle (Fk:xioIl-Ext~l\Sion) 
ri&Llre 4.4 plots the n1CMS of tnc hip tlexiono("xlen.<Uon angleS. Very little \ i. . ihre 
dillCrence can be ilCCn bctweo:n OodyBl,lildcr and the: other models for the: right hlp 
Mile. It is noted thai the: SUb:jcc1 mean from the Vicon Clinical Mamgcr model has II 
\t'ry smull offsct. The VCM model shows larger flexion and less extension than tbe: 
BB model. However. this difference is not significarn. Thi<I difference can also be 
SCCII in the mean of lhe differences 10 be: O.So .... ith a l1"I3Jcimum diff(';I"C"J"£C of l.cjl 
(rAble 4.2). 
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4,2.5 Right Hip Angle (Abduction-Adduction) 
Figure 4.5 plOls too means of the hip ;Jbduction-a,Jduction angle. In too plots of the 
Ilip 3bduction-adduction angle ilI1 obvious olfSl.'I eilI1 be :\<len Ix1wecn BI'I 300 VCM. 
willl the VCM model calculating lhe angle with mor ... ;JdductiOn and less alxluction 
than the BB model. Tills ditf~>J"encc is found to be signifICant (p<O.OI) m 30%. 40%. 
50010 and 60% of the gait cycle (Table 4.1). A slll3l1 offset can he. SC1:11 between SS 
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Figu,.4 S Pto! oI"hip abdu£\ioo·addllC1i ... angle subj«l mcnns r ..... BIl Vi VCM. GL and PM 
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".2.6 Right Knee Angle (Flexion-E:-:tcnsion) 
hg~ 4.6 plots the: nlCarllI of thl: lllt.-.! Ikxion-extl'n~ion angles which arc seen to be 
\"Cry similar. Once agam it is noted th:tt the VCM model has WI Wigle offset. IDC)\ .. ing 
largon Willies or Ilcxion than Bll ·nll: ma.ximum diffcn:/lCC occurs at approximately 
mid-swing. while another difference can be seen after heel stn"le. Tbc GL and PM 
models al'\O show slight differences to BB P.fter ~el strike: and during the swing 
phase. although thi::sc modcL~ display less /lcxion than IJB after heel strike: and more: 
flexion durillg swinll phase . .. .. 
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42.7 Kight Knee Angle (AbdllCtioD-Adduction) 
Fib'Ute 4.7 piNS the means of the knee alxluction-adduction angles which show some 
JTlal"ked dlffC1"l:11Cl:5. particularly \\-hen comparing VCM to BB, with a rna.ximum 
difference being noted III S(W. of the guil cycle. This diffcrente shows II low level or 
signilicance (0.OS>p>O.02) lit 8~o (fable 4.1), although no siillliflClllll differences are 
nolOO in any of the other cnses. The GllilLub 2.0 ITI()deI shows II small offset from the 
l.kldyBuilder model, "hich is not found to be signifK:llnt. although the angle shows II 
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4.2.8 Right Ankle Angle (Fie:<ion-Exu;nslon) 
Figure 4.8 plots the means of the ankle dorsi-plantar flewn angles. A large angle 
offset is ol:lservcd I!.:IV.ecn I]ll and VCM. VCM displo)"l1 higher ankle dors.iilexion 
and lower plantar flexion IIIIgk-S than Bll. with a maximum difference of 9.,0 at til!: 
approximate point oftGe off (60"~) and 3 mean dilfercrx:e of6.7D over the entire eydc 
(Table 4.2). Sebc:ffCs posl-hoc eomparison shOlWS 11 significant difference between 
VCM and nD (p<O.Ol ) at 1111 ten gait cycle increments at which lhe models are 
ootnpaJ"ed. The differences between BB and GL and between BB and PM for the 
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4.1.9 Right !lip MOl1lCm (FIe:Uon-E~tension) 
F18u~ 4.9 plots the hip I1ellio~.\h:nsi"n moments ..... hich illustrates the significant 
differences (p<O.OI) bo..'1 ........ ·cn BB and VCM ill 50% and 600/0 o f the gait 9cJe (Tllble 
4. 1). The plot of BB vs GL sho ..... ·s smtl.1I bul non·si~ficanl differe nces. A signilicanl 
difference (O.05>p>O.OI) PI 400/. WId highly si8niflCanl differences (p<O.OI) III 500/ .... 
60"1. and 9IW. o f lhe gait cycle. nre observcd ret ...... ccn BB and PM. A visible 
Ji ff~'fl:nce can alsQ be !lecn bel \.\c<:n BB ond lhe other Ihn.'t' models at aoou( 95% of 
the q ·cle. with lho: Btl model prescrtting It smaller extension loomen\. 
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4.2.10 Riiln Knee Moment (Fk:tion-Extcnsion) 
Figure 4.10 plots thc mean !mel' ne:tion-extl.'rtSion moment. A highly signifICant 
diffi:rence (p<O.OI) can be seen betweCII AI) and VCM lit 60% o f rhe cycle lind once 
lignin dinerences are noted lit about 95% of the cycle (Table I). No significant 
differences can be seen between AR 1Il1d GL. alLhough II. large difference is observed 
at about 95% of the gllil cycle. SignifICant di rfc rero\.'CS (p<O.01) can be 5Cl:n between 
BU and I'M B1 6()OA. and 70-/. of the cycle with another L1rgl.' difference being evident 
al 95-;. of the cycle. No tests ofsignilicance are done at the 95% increment of the 83;1 
cycle. At approximately 95%. lhe BI] model displays a .vnalkr f1c~ion morn:nI than 
the other three models . ... ... 
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4.2.11 Right Ankle Moment (Flexion-E.~It;J1Sion) 
Figure 4.11 plots the: mean results of the ankle dorsi-planter I1exion moments. 1\ 
difference can tJt, seen between BJ3 and VCM. The VCM model shows II higher ankle 
dorsi-fkxiorl monlCnt lMn the BS modellllollg the entire gail cycle. This dilTerenc<: is 
oru~ found to tJt, signi!1eanl (p<O.O I) at the 50'% incremcl1l of the gail cycle. The 
figure shows wry small ditTerenceli between [m and GL and between BB and PM. 
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4.3. Samm~ry or rt!l a lt~ 
In general. ~ BodyBuilder model pmduces similar resuhs 10 pH thrt.~ of the oiller 
models. 1k Vieon Clinical ManageT mudd shows the I!reatdt di!rt"reoces from the 
Bod}Builder rn;,deL lIighly SignifICllnt diff ... rence~ (p<O.OI) CM be s«n belwecn Bn 
and VCM for the anile dorsi-plantar [Jcxion IIrIGIc (ovcr the cnr.ire cyde) lUld I~ Ilip 
abduction-adduction qle (fmm 3{)'jt. to 60% of the gait cyck \. SignUicMI 
diff('feoce!l can wS(! be observed bet",o:en BB and VCM lind betWl.'en DB and I'M pt p 




Tnc resuhs seclion poimed OUI the differences th:n are found bctWe£'f1 lhe 
IlodylluilJcr model and Viron Clinical M:lIIIl!;et. GallLab 2.0 and Pf".ik MOlus 2000. 
In gencml all ,he gait analysis models produce similar ~S\llts. The gruphs produced 
by all of these pack<IKes display the exp.-<:ted resuks for the different pwunlctC1S. 
" 'lUch describe the gart cycle. 
ThiJ study is able 10 eliminate tnc diffcn:nces. which may occur with marker 
pIacClTll.'I1I. by adopting the c.ommonly used Helen I layes I lospilal marker 5('1 (FiGures 
1.1 and 1.2). The same suhjecl dala from lhe sallie lrial is also pruce~ by el\Ch gail 
:malysis soflwnrc package. 
The rCS\lII~ of this stud), can he compared with normal adult gait dala ofKadab:l t/ (II. 
(19&9 and 1990) and other normal data pl'CSCnted on the elinical gait IInalysis websile 
(hnp:J/gUllJ"dian.eunin.edu.aulcgaldatalinckx.html). The range of mot ion for both joint 
angles and momenls III each joiN is .sunilir 10 these other studies. The pd\"JI;: rotation 
angle in this sH.d)' does dispby a strange .. ~- at 60 ,. oflhc gait cycle and II is oot 
S}'Dmcuxal about the Zcr() line. The reason for this is tbat 7 of the 20 gait qdes 
analysed are taken from toe off to toe ofTand the processed resuhs:ll'e Ihen tcaJTanged 
(heel strike 10 I'IccI strike) so thai Ihey wuld be eompared wilh the gait cycles of the 
other sut;ed.s. 
S ignificant differences are observed bi:twectl the models at purtlCular gait cycle 
incremcrus. using a repc;ltoo rncaSUTes analysis of''!lr~1nce and SchefICs pus/-hoc lest. 
There are many possibilities for lhese dinen:nces ... hich ... iU be di'iC1i$Cd in /IIOrc 
detail below. In broad terms. the~ differences mny be (lCcounted for by the different 
mcthod.~ u:;ed to estimate body segmenl P!lJ1llll(:tCl'S. cslirn3te joint centres and 
segment axes. calculate joint nngles. CalcllL1t C joint kinetics. filicr row displaccmern 
d~ta and statistically compare the models. 
.. 
Bod)' ~ pararnetCT5 are oestim:ll00 based on the measurement of anthropometric 
data from the SU~L These anthropometric ~ms. wf\ir.:h are described Ii 
CMf'ler5 two and three. nre nettssal)- for the calcubuon of join, centres, s..'gmeJl\ 
tromcnts of inl:n ia. 5egn1mt masses and s..'gITM.'!It cerllro!'S of gro"it)'. These calculated 
parnmctefS are su~uently used to estimate the ~.."t Ilelodties and accek:rnlion! 
and fmally the net JOlnl rmmcnts. 
5 ! I Anthropometric Measurement:s 
In Ilod}'Buiklt:r. GnitLab 2.0 and reak MolUs 2000. t~ 20 anthroJ'Omdric paro.mc1eJs 
dcso:.:nbed in chapter thrl.'e are measured. In VCM the alllhropometric parameters 
ITII:IlSUred are bod)' nJaSll. height. leg length.. knee width and ankle width. VCM also 
<".stim.lll-s the hip joint centre based on the ASIS breadth and the leg kl1llth ..... true the 
other models es\in~~le this emter based only on the ASIS breadth. 
These diffeTt:llCC'S may !cOO to p small difference in joint centre positioning which will 
compound as the model progresses toward calculating the joint moments. The joint 
t(:flU>' cDlculru.".>II' only u,., tn.; dir.>et anthropomo:1rn .--rlCIlllUrCmcnt3 ~nbcd obovc • 
.... !Uk ~ joint l1"I(lmcnts III'"C calculated based on the segnrnt rmmmu of inertia. 
segment centres ofllnwity and ~I 1TIllS5e'I. 
nw, different needs lOr Ilnthropomcuit measurements, from the different models, arc 
assumed to have bilk tfTect on the diiferellCcs oOOer.-cd in the joiO! angle 
calc:ulmiollS. 
5.1.2 Body Segment l'aramctcfll 
The estim:ltion of body segment pallUlletcr~ in tnc models studied arc based on 
Chandler n III (1975) and Dempster el ul. (1959). The llodyLluilder and GaitLnb 2.0 
models est imate body segment paramctCl"ll bnsi.'\l on datil from cada~'CT"K: studies 
perfonned by ChaJJdleT el III. (1975). Therefore the eSlim3iion of body segment 
" 
paI'1IJTlelers should 001 h.1v~ any influence OVI:T [he: differences encowu~n:d between 
IDe BodyBuikler model aro Gaill.llb 2.0. 
Tilt- body segment parameters eSHmated in Vicon Clinical: ManagCT and Peal M01IlS 
2000 are approllirnated bwrd on the rd3lioru;hip:!l of Demp$l.er tl ul ( 1959). As 
di.Jcusscd aOO\"e. tht- body sqment p:trometeTS arc the basis for cakulatin& the: 
segmc:lll \'C"b:itiet, accelel'illions andjoin[ kinetics. 
The- segmenl tna$S .i!'! used in the cakulation of joirn fol'l:t:S. while the segment centre 
of gra\ity III needed to calculate the ~gment \'dOl,:itM:s and occelel1l1ions wllich are 
also used 10 calculate the joint forces. rhis CWi be seen when recalling Nev.1ons Laws: 
L Forces · SeglTll!nt Mass x Segment Acceleralion S. I 
The moment <If inenia C5limations arc then used 10 ulculate the ~gmental 
momentum \~hich in rum has WI lI1fluence ()f1 the joint moments. 
In aU models the Io .... er extremilie5 are dhided into six segments. wrth the thigh .:md 
liblD segmc:nls being Ikflned 3$ a cylinder and the foot segments lIS II right pyrnmid 
(chapter llutt) . Therdon the segmrnt rnas:"es IIlId nk)menlS of int.:ni3 arc in general 
defl/lOO in lhe same tnaMer. only with differing estimation n1gorithms. 
SigniflCani difTl:fellC<:s arc noled heIWI:CII llodyBuildcr and VCM and betWCCf\ 
BodyiJuikler and Peale Motus 2000 for the l rD,: and hip I\cwn-eXlension momenu. 
011 closer inspo;x:lion. it can be seen 111.11 thelle differences occur ru npprmumalely the 
same stage in the gait cycle (hetween 4(I'}J and 6OYo ror hip moment an:! between 60"10 
and 700.4 for kroee moment. Table 4.1)' The only major diffi:n:ncc betl'oeen BO IlJld 
PM for c:lkul.:lling gmt paromctCI"S is in the prediction of thellC body qmc:nt 
parameters. 
The inDurncc of the body ~gment parametCl1ll 011 the joint moment clllculatiuns 
during the lIIanc~ phase is. howe,"er. 3SlII.I1Tlt'd 10 he sm.1U. Davi~ (199411) in the 
Biomeh-L archi\lCll perfunno:d art asseSSnlCnt oftlx: contribution of diftfienl errors on 
lhe overall uoccr\ainly of a calculak-d vall.>\: for a joinl momcm. Ill.' concludes IIwII 
BSP and acce~ration dala howe lillie e{fcel on lhe overall ul1Ct.'rtarnly of lhe hip 
morn:m during lhe S1WlCC pllase of gllit. acCOUniing for Jess !han 2% of the tOlal 
WlCcrtainly. Davis (19940) perfonns a complete error analysis ofo simplWlt:d case of 
lhe fOOl in contacl witll the ground illld finds 11131 c,'en when the crror associal~-d willi 
SSP's is SCI 10 zero. little effect on tile owrall uncertainty in joim momenl is 
observed. 
During tile swing phase of the gait cycle (6O%- IOO"Ao) the inertilll and acceleration 
paIarrt'lers an: lile only ones ufft'Cting the joint morn:nts. as tile ground n:actioJl 
forces Ill\: zero. Therefore. during this phase of lhe gait cyek lhe dilTerence in BSI' 
estimalion between tilt> different gait analysis package:s "i]] occount for difli:rcrlCes 
obscl".'Cd in the joinl moments (Table 4.1) . 
5.2 Es!imglion or Seg ment A ~es and J oin! Cenj r~ 
5.2.1 Segmenl Reference Axes 
The definition of the scgnlt:nt axes in BodyBuilder. GaitLllb 2.0 and !'eak Motus 2000 
ore described by Vllughan c/ (II ( 1999). "hilc the segment axes in Vieon Clinical 
r.1ana.ger are described by Kadaba e/ u/. (1990) and Davis e/ <II. (1991 ). 
The pelvis. thigh and sh.,nk segments are aU deflflt:d similarly for aU of the II1Odcts. 
Differences arc however observed in Ihe definition of the fOOl segment reli:rence a.;cs. 
In BB. GL and PM the fOOl scgnrnt reference a.xes an: dcfioed using the Ihree 
markers on the fOOl; lateral mal\colus.. 2'"' metatarsal head and Ilc.::I (cllapter tllree). In 
VCM the !leel marker is IIOt used in the foOl segment axis definition. 1'hcrefore the 
foot segmenl in VCM is defined with only one unit \'CClOr from the IatcflIl malleolus 
10 the 2"" mo.."1auusal head. 
Tho.' segment orientation is likely to have a large eff~'Ct on lhe gait pamn1('ters rcl3ling 
to the IUlkle. This cff~'Ct can be :;ccn when comparing the 1313 model 10 VCM. where 
the ankle Ilexion-extcnsion angle is found to be significantly different (P<O.O I) over 
the entire gail C}cJc. The fixed segment allis in the BodyBuilder modcl is defined 
" 
akJng the line from the heel marker to the r metatarsal head (chapter three) 
(Vaughan tl 01 . 1999). ",hUe III the VCM model (KOOaba tl (II. 199() and Davis tf (II. 
]9'}]) the flxed axis is defined along a Iinl- frQm the ankle joint centfi' to the 2'" 
metalJll"Sal head. as no hc:cl marktr is nc:c=wry. A SIalic trial is II$Cd in VCM to 
cak:uIate an offi;et qle to co~te for this. The coordinate systcm in the fOOl is 
rotated b)" this offset angle before the ankle angles ~ calculated. This angle ol'fsct is 
howe~l!I" conslalll and thcrcfore the differcrx,"C"S in scgment Wlis delinitions bct""~'C1l 
the modcls still cxist. rhe fi.'l:l-d 3..'l:is in the BIl model. places the fOOl In a more 
dorsil\o:xcd position Ilwn lhe VOrl roodd and thercrore Ihe ankle angle wi!! show 






The s~rlCllllt difference (p<O.OI) obscn"Cd at (W. of the cycle: in the pelvic obliquity 
angle may 300 be affccted by lhe definition of the !ICgInCIlt reference frame. The 
pdvu scgrrrnl III both BB and VCM is ho",cn"l" lkliflc,d III 3 similar 1I13JtJk'f" and the 
difference is only signi fIcani al 0'"10 of tl-o: cycle and therefore is more likely 
Influtono:cd by Olher faclors such All mtcring and )Ointl'l"nter estimation. 
" 
5.2.2 JOlflt Cenln: Emimation 
In ~hapter$ IWO lind three. t"''O different ITlO.'thods for eSlim:lling joint Cfmtn:s nrc 
pn:scnto:d. GaitLab 2.0. I3od)-Buikkr and I'L-al. Malus 2000 usc the same method 
described by VIIllghar! .,/ (II (1999) . ..... ltile ViCQn Clinical Manager uscs nrthods 
d~rib.:d by Davis 1:1 al. (1991) and Kodaba '" uf. (1990). It is therefore expected that 
differences. wlticlt e:(ist bet ..... een BodyBuilder IIJld Gai tLub 2.0 and helween 
BodyBuikkr and "cak MOIU5 2000. ate 001 innueocl-d by lhe segment a.'ICS and joint 
centre e~ lilMtions. Hawc,·er. diff~-n:oc~'S which ... !ost hel"'ccn BodyBui\dl'r and Vican 
Clinicnl Monag ... r an: likely affe<:too b) the different mctMds used 10 caiculOll'" joint 
ceDIIl::'!. 
The rl'"suhs of the 1'CpcOlcd mCa5UfCS analysis of \wiance lind SchcffCti p05I-00c test 
showed IMI Ihen: ure 5ig1liftcam differences Cp<O.OI) be1. ........... n Bod)Buikier and 
Vican Clin ical Manager at JW .. ~;., 50'·. and 6(W. of the !;IIit cyd.: for the hip 
abduction-OOduction angle and at aU gnit cycle increm..'Ilts 0",...90-/. for lhe ankle 
dorsi-plantar flexion ftnj!1c ['lo ts of lhe hip l1enm-eAt"nsion and knee I1cxion-
~xtension angk.'S n1so show !lUll ttr VCM rrodcl prodllCed a small angle offset. 
displaying s~ghtly higher I1cxion angles than BB (Figures 44 and 46) The 
estimluion of segment ax~'S and joint CCIllm; 1$ lhe flfS\ 51t'J1 in dcteOllining the joint 
qles and it is therefon: Iil.ely that their eslinwllion wiD bt on.: of the c:auscs of the 
differences ob!;el"'oo. 
In lhe VCM too<.\el the hip jow CCIlI.re posilion is C5tinulloo based on Ii hip joint 
celllenng 04;orithm dc~-dopeJ b)' Da,i~ e/ (1/ at thc Newington Childrens' lIospital in 
1981 through radiographic examinatioll.'§ of 25 hips. "The hip joint CC"IIITe calculation 
lOr VCM is based on three COll.'§t:II1IS a, fl and C. where C is II funelion of leg length. 
The hip join! cenln: cstirnalion also includes a ~un: of lhe AS[S breadth and is 
dC!k:n"kd by DoVls 1'1 uJ (199 1). (chapter two). "The knee joint c ... mrc is then 
cn1cubtoo based on the position of IIlI!" hip joint centre. tlte lat .... n1J femoral C'picondyJe 
marker and tlte kn:c widlh. 
" 
The OR model r.itimates the hip joim C""t~ using m.:thods de:ICribed b) Vaughan f!1 
ul (1999). This mI."lhod requiRS tllat tim:.! orthogoml :\."(cs arc defined in the $cgmcm 
and then estUlliltion equutions. y,lUch make use of the ASIS breadth. Ote used to 
appro:<imllle tile hip joint C<:f1tre. TIle ~ joint centre is also calculated by defining 
three orthogonal axes nnd makes usc of the knee width mc:asurcmelll and the luteral 
femoral o:picond}Je marker position l"ho: k/lCC joint centre estimation in nn does not 
take thl: lIip joint centre position into account os the VCM modt:! does. 
11M: diff<'Tenccs in IhI: hip joint centre belwC\:n IlB Wld VCM is plolled in Figure 5.2. 
In the case of VCM the /\SIS brl:adth and leg length lite incOrpolllled into the 
~Slim;J.tion. whili: in In.: Be model tho: leg length ;! 110t incOrpollltcd. In VCM lhe hip 
joint centre is used to cnkuL11 c tile kno.-.: joint cenll';", y,hi1c in nR there is no direct 
link hetwt.'Cn In.: hip joint position and knee joint position . 
., 
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In Figure 5.2 an absolute difT~rencc of more tlwl 50 mm I:Wl be set."T1 bd\\"~tn BB and 
VCM for IIIl orientations X. Y and Z. This plal:('jI the hip joint I:cntre in BB about 60 
nUll UI1terior. 60 nun medial and 50 nun inferior to that of VCM. In Figure 5.3 the 
difference in the position of the knee joint centre can be seen to be dose to )0 mm in 
the UI1temr-posterior axis. with the BB model placing this joint centre nnt~'Tior to the 
VCM model. The diflerence in ankle .JOint centre between BB and VCM (Fig~ 5.4) 
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The increased flexion angles observed in the VCM model compared to the BB model 
an: most likely a result of these differences obscT\'I.'(/ in the joint cel1lr1: positions 
(Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4). 
Signilicant ditli::rences (p<O.01) are observed. bet"een BB and VCM, fur the hip 
abductiol1-adduction angk (Table ·U and Figure 4.5). VCM calculates the hip 
abduction-ndduction angle to have a higher lIdduction angle th..m BB. The diIT~rence 
in hip joillt centn:: position as S/..'\)n in Figure 5.2. means that VCM placcs the hip joint 
c"ntre about 50 mm L1teral to that of BB and therefore will ealcul.al.e II larger 
adduction allllie. 
Plots of the kill.,\) abductiol1 adduction allgles (Figure 4.1) display visible differences 
bct"'I.'Cn BS and the other) models, with the di ITerenl:c only being signiflCan1 
(p<O.Ol) al 80"10 of 1he gait cyde for the comparison betwccn BB and VCM. l1Ic 
" 
diff~ ix'1\U.'CIl BB and VCM rnay also be as a result of I~ di« ... rcnl 1. rlC<: joint 
centre eSlimatioo. procedLlres. 
The anIde IkwD-extrnsion angle as discussed above. exhibit~ the greatest dillcrenee 
between DB and VCM. l11e ankJc 1lexi01H'J;tension angle calculated in VCM shows 
ks:5 plantar I1exion and rrure dot"siilcJ;ion thim that cakubll-d in BO. This ollSeI is 
probably lIS a result of t~ fOOl sq:tno.'11t axis defInitions. but the difl:i .. rcnces observed 
mthe ankle joint cenue (Figure 5,4) Yo ill also affect these angl..-s. 
These: diffcrences in joint oentre eSlimation may also have lin mfluence on the joint 
rmmcnt calculal ions and rnay be the cause of lhe increased I1cJtion mOI1lCTlt oft:~t for 
the hip and ankle and the decreased flexion moment onSet lOt" tbe krll.'e. The joint 
tnOr11CTl1$ are cakuL-uions of the joint fon:t' multiplied ~. th.- lever amt. I f the )Oinl 
centres arc difTcrmt. the Jcvcr arms IJl"e dilfcrmt and this "ill resull in a change in 
joint moment. 
5.3 Joint Aagle C. kulal ioBs 
In addition to lhe joint cet1tr.: estimation and segment oncntation, a further mfluence 
on the results may be tho.: algorithms used by the dilTen:nt nDdels 10 calculate the joiN. 
angles. VCM uses methods described by Kadaoo 1'1 u/ ( 1990) and l)avi-. el Q/ (199 1), 
wllile the ot.her models use methods described by Vaughan 1'1 Q/ (1m). 
VCM and the: o ther models ca[cuJau: tbe joint angles lI.S the rotation nf the distal 
segmcru relativc 10 tbe proximal one. altoougllthe relationships u.~ to drseribc these 
qles are dilli.'Tenl 10 lOOse used by tbe other three models. "I1Iis \1lriation may abo 
account for the angle ofl"sct 0100 statistical differences obser.-ed between DB and 
VCM. 
veM estimales the joint angles by cu lculating the dot flI"Oduct of the distal .5egmetlt 011 
the proximal segment for till t hree rotat ions: f1cxion...:xtcnsion. abductIOn-adduction 
and int=!·cx1CTTC1! rotation. I3R GL und PI' calculate all ubdllCtion·addduction lUi, 
through lhe joint about which the ang le rotations lUl: occur~. "Tho: abduclioll-
.. 
adduction angk' In I3B is also calculated as the dOl prodlH:t of the pro:<imal sc!SID<=nt 
011 tnc distill ~gmo:nt IlIId not the other way round as in VCM. 
I lo",ever the effcet of the Mglc calculations is assumed to be: small in comparison to 
the int1ucllce of joint centre estimation and scgmem axis delinition. The ang~ llre 
gel1Crally calculated in the Stnnc tnwlfICT. us the rolDiion of the distal segment on tiw: 
proximalol1C. 
The I' aler III1glc caJcukttions in all the models nrc needed to calculate the III1gular 
velocities Md u«elcrutions. which nrc in tum need~d to calculDte the resultaru joint 
morncnl5. The Euler rotations deSl.: ribcd in VCM, 139, GI. III1d PM are !med JI1 
gencru l o n the work o f Chao (1980) Therefore the ealculation ofF.ukr lIllgle rotal ioll$ 
In the diflerent models h.,\e ro effect on the join! morncn15 measun:d. 
5.5 .lolnt KlnetlCJ 
5.5. I Joint Moment$ 
The diffe~N methods of calculotingjoin! centres M\\, lin effect on the JOint momems, 
becouse of the length of the !c'·er tum associated with the relc\'Mt join! The 
difference in joint centre I:SlilTllllion can be SCC'n in Figures 5.2. 5.3 und 54. ",ith lhe 
Lvgest difference occuning at the hip jainl. ()(I'is (l994b) shows toot by rcducmg the 
error in joinl ce/l.er positioning to zero. the ovcmD unecnaimy in the calculated 
moment, in hi5 example, will drop from I 1.634 Nnt to I.ll Nm. This demonstrates 
1001 lhe joint cenl~ position has a Large effect on the jam! momellls, 
Figure 55 below helps explain how the position orthc joll'K ecllre 1m) inilUCl1Ce the 
moment calculations lOr the hip. knee and III1kJe . Ir .. e simplifY the inverse dynanucs 
approach for calculating joint monEI1:S and eSlimate the joint moment based on 11 
crude approach of force '" k\'CT arm. it can be scc:n how a chan&c in lever tum .. ill 
n:sub in a change in joinl moRE"l1\. 
.. 
In Figure 5.5. it can be seen how the position of the joint centres (HJC. IUC and NC) 
3ffcct the length of the lc\"Cr:um. If the force is oollStanl. then the longcr the levcr 
arm It.: gTC3tCT It.: moment. 
AJC 
Hip Moment 




Ankle lever arm 
Tt.: different joint ccntre estimation algorithms and therefore It.: diflcrcnl joint cCT1tre 
posilions mean tMt the lever arm.~ in the VCM model III"C diffcrent to those in the BB 
model In Figure 5.5 it clln be St.."Cn how a longcr lever arm willicad to a larger nexion 
moment. The hip joint ccntre in VCM is plac<:d approximately 50 mm posterior to 
that in [lB. and will It.:reforc calculale P higher fkxion [nomenl at It.: hip. This can 
be seeD in Figure 4.9 where the VCM model has II higher nCXlOn RlOmcntthan the BIl 
model throughout the stance phase of the gait cycle. TIilll change in levcr ant1 will 
also alft'<:l the knee and ankle joint moments. The knee and ankle joint ccntres in BIl 
arc placed anterior 10 those in VCM. resulling in a de<:rea51..'d kill:.., extcl1Sion and 
ankle plantar flexion moment (Figures 4.10 and 4.1 1). 
" 
5.5.2 The EflL"Cls ur BSP t.""Slirn:lliun 
As dL~ussed nbo~c, the pn.xliction of body segmem parameters also has an effect on 
the joint morn:nts nnd is the most likely cause of the signifiewu differences calculated 
between BodyBuiklcr and Pcok Motu.~ 2000 in the knee and hip flexion-cxtcnsion 
nJom:nt~ dlll"ing thc swing phase of the gait cyclc. Bolh PM nnd VCM use the same 
prediction equations and similar differences are noted between Illl lInd PM and 
between BIl and VCM. Da~is (l994a) txpJains that BSP estimation has very little 
influence on lhe jo inl moment CaJCu~llions during the stance phase of gait. Howe"cr 
during the swing phase tlte AS]' and \lco,:elermion panunctern have the greatest 
iIlllucllCc on lite joinl moments. The differences between aa and VCM in joint 
moments during the stlUlCC phase arc therefore assulTlI."d 10 be, mainly. as a result or 
the joint centre estimation. .... -hilc the body segment estimations contributc to the 
differeoces observed in tt.: s'Wing phase. 
5.6 FilterinJ,: Techniqul'5 
Filtcring algorithms life used by each of tbe gait analysis models to smooth out the 
high lrequcocy noise from the marl;:cr trajectOlY signal. This high Irequcncy noise is 
usually a result of marker oscillation and skin mo,,,,ment. Each of the four models 
uses a difli:rent filtcring technique. 
BB uSt.'S u fivc-point .... "'ighwd a\'CTllgc filter (Lynn and Fuerst, 1989), while GI. uses a 
low-pass digital filtcr described by Vaughan (1982). VCM uses a lk7.ier spline 
interpolation fiher (Hamming, 1983). PM uscs a fourth ordcr low pass BUIICTWonh 
filter as well as a cubic spline and fust fourier tr-.msforrn. described by lacl;:son (1979), 
depending Oil the nature or the dma to be fihered. 
(t can reasonably be as.wmcd thaltbc." ditfen:1lI filters wtll have some CUCCI on all tbe 
glllt parameters which 3fe calculatoo in this study. AU the paramcters arc calculated 
from the initial markcr positions described by the Helen Hayes Hospital marker set 
(Figures 1.1 and 1.2). 
" 
The elft'Cts of thoe dilfl'tcnt tilt\!ring algoritlul1S can be observed in !'igUN 5.6. II is 
assumed that the only diflCtcnce "':tween Bn and OL is the dilfercntimion algorithms 
WId the filtc:ring Icchl\iqu~'S. Tht'n'fore, in ob!\(.T\<1ng the differences OC1wttn BB and 
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Fi8ute ' .6 Pt{Jt oftiWJt thi'" .... nd ""jean<): Ilow data. fihnul in 88 _nd filInuI '" GL 
BodyBuilder und GailLab 2.0 arc only found 10 be statistically dilflTCIlt 
(0.05>p>0.OI) al the 0"10 incrt'ml:nl of tile pelvic obliquity angle. Sinli\ar SITIIlII 
dilfcrcnces.. .... hich may be Illlributed 10 filtering algorithms. can be secn in aU the 
01 Iter gait punutlC1<:ns compared. In particular for the knt:e f1e.Thm .. cxtcnsion angle iI is 
noticed thal tnc IlIJ model SC'rnlS to haw a slightly allcnUll1cd kllC\' flexion angle in 
the swing ~ (75-... ofJ;ait cycle) and a greater flexion angle after hed strike. The 
dilf~-rc11. lihcring procedures in Ill) und GJ. lead 10 slight ly dinCr~nl marker 
trap:lorics (figure 5.6) which wtII cause these small dilfcrcnces in joint paramctlTS. 
AnolM IihlTint Hn,fllM ''':In he nl"Ker\'..rl hctWCL'n RR and CoL al aboul 95% of the 
ga. cycle .... h.~ G1. producc:s a smal1er hlp flexion moment and higher knee flexion 
momtft than UB .. This may be tllX()unh.'d for by the endpoint c.>rrors caused by the 01. 
filiI,'", .... hen thert' a~ nol exIra digitisl.'d fraf]1l'S available Vaughan (1982) dcscribcs 
similar t'ndpoml rrnblcms and auglTlC'nts the data artificially 10 0\'C1'W1T1C them. but he 
abo suggests digiti7ing (")[Ira frames as WI allemali"t', 
n 
An qle oif:lCl eJl;iSlS be1ween BB and GI. for both the hip and knee abdllCtion-
adduction ongles, The hip shows more abduction and the kno.-c more adJuclion in GL 
than in BB. As all the other estimations and calculations in aa and GL arc e.~actly the 
same. this difference is a ~tt of the IiItering techniqu.:s. The abduction-adduction 
angle tales pb;e about the onoogonal fIoatil1g axis (Vaughan I!/ al.. 1999) and the 
segment a:.:is is defIned usil1g the wand m:Jrkcrs \OotJicli are most afla:too by 
oscillation (Figure 5.6). The GL filter. smooths thi.~ \Oo'll1lLl m.'lrkcr \'ibTlltion diffcll.'ntly 
to Bn and the floating a:.:is is therefore not defir.cd exactly the same way in both 
models. resulting in the lingle offsets ohscn:ed. Since! 111) \00'\100 markers art:' u.."Cd un 
the foot this does oot apply to the ankle Dnllles. Of course lhis difference ... ilIalso be 
obser.ed in the OOlJl'llll'ison of BB to the other two models. The high variation in knee 
abduction-adductic>n angles calculatl:d also nlCallS thllt these diffel'CllCC'!l on:: oot 
significant (Figure A7 in Appcrdi.~ A). 
The filtering techniqucs used in Vicon Clinical MlU1.lget' also had small eflixls on the 
differences obsc.'TV<-"I.I. Once again the most obl'ious is the signirIClInl difference 
(p<1I.OJ ) observed al the 0% increll1l.':m of the pcJ\ic obliquity angle. Endpoint errol'$. 
sintilar to those ofGL, are also ob:scrl'ed in the hip and I.IIo!C moment cakubuoll$. In 
the case of the VCM model. tbe diff=t lihrnng techniq~ Stn.es to increase the 
diflen.:nccs. "hich an: caused ~. tbe diffeTem segmenl axis d~fuulions. joint centre 
estinl3tions and body segment estimations. llIe larger differences tcnd to occur al 
peaks of Ilcxion OT extension and abduction or adduclion. This lRly also be allrihuted 
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TIr Peak Motus 2000 gait IUliIJysis packlll!e sho .... , the 1argc'5t diffcrences basl-d on 
the filtcring algorithm. II can be: ~n In all the plots of the gall panunt1crs that PM 
smooths the data more tl1an the othcr thrc\> models. This is IlS5Umed to be 8 rcsuk of 
tlr 4'" order BlII(cr ..... onh fiht'f that i§ u!iCd 10 fiher tilt raw dispbcc:ment dala. The 
best c~1e of this increased smoothing can be Sl.-c:n 1/1 the plO! of 91) \S PM for the: 
I;nee abduc:tion-addut1ion angle: and ..... hich has bc:cn reproducc:d below (Figure S.7). It 
can immediatcly be secn that bel ..... ~-c:n 70"4 and 900/. of the c:yclt- the PM daul MI'C 
been smoothed fill rro!\': than that uf BB, 
The significant difTcrcncx:s calcuJmcd betWl.ocn Ull and I'M for the hip and "nee 
I1exion-c1ttension monrnts havc parlly bt'en accounted for by the cstimation of body 
SCgmclll parnmetcrs and once lIl!uin n is assumed that the fihering techniques add to 
this diffm:llOI:_ [AUlie endpoint filler errors in PM can also be secn in Ihc ~ IIIId J.:ntoe 
moments and IlKS<" arc III f!lCl ,igniflCant for the hip momcm at 90% oftlr gail cycle. 
It can abo be !leen again thai the sigmficant differencC1 occur 11.1 peals of I1exion or 
e",tc:nsion. .... hich may be: as a rcsuh of the filter allcnlUllion. 
In chnptt'f lme, the fihc:ri~ uf the raw wwlogllC dula is discussed. A tlrec: poin! 
weighted a'"CTll&e fiker ill used to filler the raw force plate dula before: 11 an: pmcc:S5Cd 
If) cach of the software packaaes. A thrcc pomt ""c:iglued overuge fiher (l)nn and 
Fuerst. 1989) results in one frame of d3U11ll the beginning and 01"11:' frame al the end of 
lhe dnla series bc:ing eliminaled btcause the data arc int ... rpolatcd. T1K- displaccmcnt 
data an: then filtercd in each gail analysis packallC and once again. depending on the 
filter. a nuntlcr of data fraJnes 111. the bt-ginning and md of the data series arc lost. 
'Ibis loss in Ihirnes. leads 10 lhe I:t.rg\' endpoim errors which can he !il:en in the 
comparison ofl1B wilh the othe:-r tilrce models. 
S.6.1 Differenliation 
To obtam the:- llCgmtnl \"CJocilics and acl"Ck:n!.lions. wbich an: used in the calculation 
of joi .. momel1ls it is ~ to differentiate the segJTICnl centf(' or gravity position 
..... nh respect 101ft. Both linear and angular acccli.'rutions an: inlpoMll1ll in calculating 
kinetic gail par.lnlCll'l"S ba9:d on NC"'lon·s Ia"s and ~"quation.~ 3. IS and 3.16 in 
chapt~ three. 
" 
Oinen-nt methods are Ll9W to diffefCntiate the s-eglTlent ~n1re of gta,ity positions and 
Eukr IIIIgle eaiculatioll5 with re~1. to lime. VCM uses D wt:ighted kast squares 
differenti3lion tt'(:Miqut (I.pmn and Fut"rst, 1989). while GL uses fmite differe~ 
methods deri"l:d (rom Taylor series expansions (Vaughan er al .. 1999). PM Ulies a 
quintic spline proccS50r which is adopted Irom Hermann Wohring's GCVSPL routine 
and aB uses a simple differentiation method owr t\\oU 60 liz lime frames. 
These differences may have /I snUlI[ effect on ltv: results of the dilfeTCnt models 
ImlTlCn\ outputs. llow("'Cr the differentiat ion techniques lin' in gencmJ the same and 
the sn1O(lthina alGQritlun:! are the onl) aspects that may alfec1 the ntorn:m 
cnlculruions. These snl.,ll diffcrc!1C..-s may be observed .... hen shidying the plots of SB 
\'S GL for the hip. knee WId ankle Oexion-exten~ion tromt'ntS (Figures 4.4. 4.6 WId 
4.S). As no signiflCllnt di flerencC":! are colcublled bctween SB and GL for the flexioll-
extension trolTlCntS. these diflcrenccs arc assumed to be nc&Ji~blc 
5.7 Stlilisliul Anlll}sl~ 
5.7.1 Variation of Data 
The effect of the \-ariabilit) of the Bod)Hui1dcr trodcl lTICans on the stlllistical 
signiflCill'lCt" of a comparison Il1I.ISI be MtN. Often a ,·isiblc difference will be deemed 
to be statistically Mil-signifICant booulS<! !he standard deviation is ~ for thai 
panicular panuncter at thaI particular poiN in the cycle. Appendix A includes piolS of 
the subject nJCans for the: BodyBuildc:r model (pl~ and minus Olll: standard devial.,n 
for aU II par.uneters) and shoulJ be viclOol:(j as a helpful 1001 in diginguishing 
bet ween signiflCllllt and non-signiflCllll rc-sults. 
When \ie\o..ing the knee abduction-adduction angle: ( Figun: 4 7) it IS c~ident that !he 
four trodcls ha'T different all~ugh not s ignificantly differcm results. A cloger 
inspection is made of the mezm of tIM: BodyBuilder TroIkI with its Stardard deviations 
in figure: 5.8. The SllIDdard de,iation is large in lhis case nnd tlM:rdQre onl), one 
sigruliamt difference is evidenl between BB and the other rrndds (lit SO"t. of the 
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Figure 3 8 Subjoc1 mean ±I SO or!he lM;: alllhlCli",,-o.ddl>Clioo angl. for lh< BOOy8uIl<kr model 
~ Iar1:c ~ariabi!ity in gait data have also ~I\ nolo:<! by Kadaba f!l III. (1989). They 
n-pon large variahilily panicul.o.rly in the pel~ic angles. hip ubdUClion·adduclion arxl 
knee varus-valgus angles. As in Figure 3.8 the variability in their knL't: varus·valgus 
angle also increases during the swing phase of 100 cycle. Thl.' \'!lri:Jbility reported by 
Kadaba 1.'1 /1/ (1989) and the data ...,pon~d on 1111:' Clinical Gait Analysis y,eb:;ite 
(htlp:flguardian.cunin.edu.aulcgaldatalindel<.html). compare wIth the data presented 
in Appendix A. 
5.7.2 LimiLalions Of Sl.31isticaJ Analysis Procedure 
A possib!..! limitation of the Slali~icaJ anaJy$i~. which may affcct the ri.'Sults ~ Lhal the 
models are only compared a\ lm-o increments and therefore sillmlkant diftl::rences 
whir.h m.~y "",Sf between tIlL......, f'Ilint .• ~..., m;~ ..... d_ It i.. fdt hnw"v". llml re[lCllled 
measures analysis of variunce and SchelTes post-hoc analysi!; at l00/~ increm<:nts is 
sufficient 10 represenl the entire gail cycle. 
This limitation is evident when viewing six plo ts of I tJ.: koet.' llexion-e:«CI1$ion angll' 
III 75% (Figure 4.6) and that or the hip uod kIJt:<: flexion-extension Immenls at 95% 
(Figures 4.9 and 4.10). AI these points in the gait cycle one would have expected 
SOn1<.' SO/1 of signifJClmt differeno;e to be calculaled. Calculaling IIx diJfereoces al only 
70"1. and 80"10 for the knee angle may have enabled this increased llexMlII a~le seen 
in the knee to be accoumed for as 001 signifICant when in f!ll:\ il is significant. 
" 
Although Sehdf6 post-hoc analysis is II conscrvuti~e post-hoc tem lor significance 
be1wcen means, it is possible tOOt because of the large number o f statist ical 
compansons that the alpha level !ihould have been adjU51ed to prevent !ill error-rate 
problem. The Bonferroni tesl. "'hich makes a vcry eanscrvative analysis of a large 
number of group means, may be preferred. It is howcver felt that as the data fit the 
cnt("'Tia lor an analysis ofvllriIlnce that an alpha adjUSlmcnt is not necessary. 
5,8 Summa ry of Conciusitlns 
5.8.1 BodyBuildcr vs Vicon Clinical Manager 
The signilicant diffCTcllCes ob!;erv~'d between BB and VCM lire lIS5umcd to be a rl:5ult 
ora combination of a few ditlcrent a.~ls. The a5jX'(:ts, which playa large role in the 
ditlcrences. are the cstilT\3tion of body segment paramo."Iers. the definition of segment 
axes and tnc estimation of joim centres. The ealcul3lion of joint angles. the method of 
differentiation and the mtcring techniques pla~ minor roles and ma} only increase: the 
differences. ",hich have already be~'TJ establisht.'d. 
The signifICant differences observed for the ankle IIc,'{ion-c.xlcnsion angle do raise: 
some concerns ..... hen considering a clinical observation. At heclstrikc the BodyBuilder 
model displays ubom 5° or plamar flexion. while the Vicon Clinical Manager model 
suggests that the ankle is in about 3D ordorsinexion. Illis dirrercncc may result in a 
diff'crent clinical diagnosis and must therefore be taken into aceaum ,,'hen comparing 
the output from diif("'Tent gail models. 
The significamly different hip and knee ncxion-e;(tension moments should also Ix: 
IIOled when making a clinical diagnosis or treatment dceision 
5.8.2 BodyBuikk'T '"S GaitLab 2.0 
f\ signifICant ditlcrcnce is only observed at 0".4 or the gait eycle for the pelvic 
obliquity angle. Any differences found between the twO models can only be 
associated "'ith tn.: tillering techniques and differentiation algorithms. as aU the other 
estimations and calculations. which make up the gait paramctcr-s IInalySl...:! ~rc exactly 
n 
the same. h is therefore un~kely that a dilfemu clinical diagnosis or treatment 
~ision touW be mooo:' .... llh Galll.nb 2.0 mudd and tilt' BudyBuilder mood 
5.S.3 Bod)'OuikJer V5 Peak Motus 2000 
SignirlCant dilTerences bct~1l these t"'Xl models are only noted in the hip and knee 
tlcKion-eslcnsion mommts. This dii1CrcllCe is llS.<;umcd to be n l'CSult of the different 
methods of estirll:ltlllg the body scgrt)('nt pammct(>Jll and the dilTerent filtering 
k'CMiques. The hody segJlll'flt eSlimation procedurt' is based on the same data liS tMI 
from VCM, and ~irnilDr moment ditTen:nccs tire observed beP."'CCI1 BS and these 1 .... 0 
models. Differentialion uigonlhffil; ulld filtering tcchniqUl!li could also cause 
differences bel",eell BB and PM. It is nOIOO thin lhe PM liher d~ ~m()()th the gull 
dam paramo:=tCJll more Ihfln Wly of the otiter models. 
The: signifteanl dilTercnces displa)-ed in the hip and \::/'II.'e ik:xion·txtension mon.,nt 
ca\culatioJlS may result in different t linical diagll()Ses and ntUSl there fore also he taken 
into uc<;:ount. 
5.8.4 Miscc-llanrous Effects 
A possible shonfidl of the statistical analysis performed in this Mudy is the fatt that 
the moods are only oompared al 10"'" mteT'\'als and IhcrtfoJ(' 1111) ~latislical 
differel1c~ falling out.sidc: of these incremenll; may ha,,'C been missed. An error-mil' 
problem may also hove been avoided by adjUli\ing the alpha 1.e~~1 for signiflClllKZ. 
The VCM sotlware package also suggc:sts the lISle of a knee alignment device {KAOl 
fur determining the placement of the wlilld markers. Howe\-cr Il$ this stooy did nol 





The discussion is sL1ll1!l1aliso:d in lhe previous chapTcr mld it ill obvious tMt son.: 
significant diff~-rc:ncc:s can be round belw~'t:n Bod)'Bllikle r and Vieon Clinical 
Managcr and bet,,"!:cn Bod) Buildt"l" mxI rca~ Mutus 2000. These dIfferences an: a 
reSU11 of th", diflerent model algorithms used by ttY: gail analysis pack.llges. This study 
is able: to lt'St for the cifcds of these different algorithms by maintaining a conUllOn 
marker scI and processing the same subjeet data using the four different model 
al!loritluns. 
As expected. lhe results from The Bod)'Ullilder model and the GaitLab 2.0 model are 
(OW1d to malCh lhe clorSi. with filtcriJt@ and differentiation algocitJuns bcllll the only 
difli:renccs ocl"ttn Inc: rmdcls.. 
From the results of this thesis. il is nol poS!;ible to distinguish which IOOlid is more 
accurate The study only Sl."O·CS to poill! OUI the differences that can be made b)' using 
the different n.:thods 10 calculatc joinl angles and rmm::nls and also the differe11l 
metOOds U!led 10 lih:cr the raw displacement data. 
Gail dniciall!l ... too wish to oompal"C their dala "ith data ",hieh have been processc:d 
by a different gait analysi.i package at IIlIOlher L1bollltory. must lake these significant 
differcno:es l1li0 account. The: anp: oftix:t.s dlSI'I:i}"cd b)- VCM. especially lOr the hip 
abdl.lCtion-adduction and ankll: Ik:xiorH:xtension angles. mlS1 be accounted lOr .... hen 
oompanng data. 
6.2 RC<'llfIlm t ndat ionll 
' fllen: an: 81 least Iltttt other cotlun;"rciaJ software pack~es lilat ut ilise the lIc1en 
11.o)·es Hospital marker set. These include: Motiotl Anal)'sis Corporation: Qualisys: 
and Bioengineering Technology lind Syst~ms. II is thcrcrore I1:commcOOcd lhal the 
outpUl panulv::ters from these: pac:kQI;~"lI should bo; compan:d Lo a eOlTD11On 
" 
Bod)8uikkr or GaitLab 2.0 Ill()dcl. MOlion AIIIII)'$is CorporUlion had offercd to 
~S!I t~ dala collected in Ihis stud}. using their Onhotmk [I sofiwllrt. ilowevcr 
Ilris analysis was unfortUWIlei} oot completed by the company. 
In this stud) II repealed mca-;urcs analysis of \'ariaoce i~ ~rformcd at I ~. gail c)cic 
incrcmenls. The (:Omparlson of data mJuld be more complele if lhe duta (:Ould be 
compared al e\"ery one of lhe 51 .l;ait cycle increments. II is recQn~nded thai a 
stalisticallest is pcrfomll.:d on lhe results which eM compare the data HI aU 51 lime 
increments. This however requites II PC with high prOCt!~~ing capabilities. A 
Bonferroni post-t.;x: analysis rna) also haH: been pcrfom!cd to ensure lhal no error-
mte problems e"ist in the comparison of tile group means. 
One of lhe probleJfl.'i, which is CfJCOunler-ed when attcmpting to compare dala. is the 
d<JIU formalS lhat are required by each gait analysis P.""lCl..agt. In Ihis study liIn:e 
difTerem form.m arc used, namc:-Iy C3D. DST and ASCII. In order to coll"lp3R: the 
SII.I1")C sct of data wilh diffCfCl\t gait anal}s:is packllges it is recolTlllended thai a 
con\"Crsion prollnLm such II! Rdala 2 (b) Edmund Cramp from Motion Lab S~Slell"lS.. 
Appendix. D) is used. I'cmaps in the fut~ a convnon fik fonnat may be decided on. 
and will allow for easier distribution and comparison of gait data. 
The gail elinician needs to realise that differt'fICeS do exisl bet:wet:n lhe difl'crent gait 
anaI)s.is pI"OgntmS and I~ should be wary of these dini:rences when co~inll dala 
captured It different IDboratoncs and with different gait analysis sofiware pacuj,'n. 
The signifICant diffcterlC<:S in angle and moment cakutotions rmlt it possible that 
difkring clinical or opCTIIIi"e dtx;isions can be made on the bRsis or lhe differences 
ohsm."Cd bdwoc:n the- gail analysis packllj,\cs. n Owe\'CI" lhe actual Mille and moment 
d,fference$ are 5mlU in rmgnitudc (mean of 6,1'fl ror the ankJe Oexion-ex\ension 
angle). 
Davis 1.'1 uJ ( 1997) and Kadabn tl III (1990) suggest that the effcctive usc of 
mo~~nl analysis in a professional conlcxt depends on II universal agrccmell1 on 
.llriabic derllliliort.'l. eonvl;'rdions and lerminology .... ttich will nllow for a direct 
intcrpn:1ation and eomp<lnson of &Ia obtained HI diflcrem labomlorics. If the molion 
analysis community could $landardL'it modcls and fillering lc:ehniqllCS in the gait 
" 
unalrsi~ packages., gail analysis ma~ be accepted as a dia~m05lic 1001 and 001 just un 
ewduation 1001 (Brand and Cro"Tlinshiek.!. 1981). 
Comp<-tilion bo.'lwcen the dillcrt"nl motion :malysis sollware vendors is like!> to delay 
this sort of a Slandardisation U$ no company wanlS to lose money by convening their 
software to accept a common model and filtering techniqlll:" Each company must 
belie,'e IMI their mode! produccs results that are accWllu: and correct. Since !lO study 
has t...>cn able 10 confirm which models givc superior results. this will cominue to be a 
debate. 
A study which eoukl accuratcly advise which model gi\'CS results IMt are closest 10 
lhe InII: gail parameters. .... ould be an invaluable a<;.iCl in prO/ooting gait analysis as a 
well respected diagnostic 1001. 
"' 
Appendix A 
Variation or Gllil Data Parameters 
Sub,;c.;ts from age: 8 to IlI!c 50 .... ere used ill this study_ Th<:refore a brge \'lII'iation in 
subjecl heii;hl and wci!,:ht was o~'I'v~'\I. The BodyBuilder model wns compared with 
the otlw:r three mo<Ids no.! the result, can be seen in e~plcr four, However, in onleT 
to properly uroderslrnld the re~llits. it is ~'Ial)' to vicw the Iigllfl'S pl\'$Cnlcd belo .... 
.... hlch plot lhe subject mean of the pmamclers for the Ilodylluildcr model plus and 
minus 0(11;: Slnndard deviation, 
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Appendil B 
Source Code for the BodyBuilder Model 
TIle BodyBuilder nlOde! used to process the data is written in Bod) Language. which 
i1. th<.· muddling languag" ~iat~-...I with tlJ.: l)udyBuiJd"r software pilcklt!:c from 
Oxford Metrics. The model has been described in d~llli1 in chapter three. TIJ.: n~del 
eode is included below. 
( ' GaitLab 2.0 BodyBuilder model') 
I ' For use with Gaitlab Marker and Parameter File 'I 
I ' M.:Icro fo r cross product ' ) 
MACRO CrossProduct 1 First, Second, Result I 
Resu l t ~ I Fi~stI2I'Second(31-Fi~stI31'Second(2) , 
Fi r st(3) "Seconctll)-Firstll) ' Secondt3) , 
Fhs t t 1) ' Second (2) -Fine (2) ' Second 11) , 
ENDMACRO 
I ' ~~-.•• -.-.-.--.~---~~~--~~~.-- ...... -~--- " ) 
I 'Macro for Dot product', 
MACRO Do t Product (One , Two,DotProd) 
DotProd - I I IOne) ' \ ITwo)+210ne) ' 2ITwo)+3tOnel ' 3(TwO)) 
ENDMACRO 
I ' ------~------·-·------~----· .-----........ ---~~.) 
( ' Macro Fil t er p r ocedure , 5-point weighted ave~age ' ) 
MACRO Filt .. ~ ( pa~am , n) 
Fl - Ipaca m[-2] • 3'plOcaml-l ] + 4'pa~amIO] • 3'pa~amllJ 
t param[2J 1 /12 
ENDMACRO 
( ' Segment Masses ') 
I'~- - - ') 
MRThigh -
O.1032 '$BodyMass +12 . 76 ·S RightTh ighLength2 · (SRMidThighCicc2 ' SRM 
idThighCirc21-1,023 
MLThigh -
O. l 032 · SBodyMass +12.76 "SLettThighLength2 ' (SLMidThi9hCi~c2·SLMl 
dThighCirc2 ) - 1. 023 
MRCa1t -
O. 0226 · $9odyMass+31.33 · SRigh t CalfLenqth2' (SRlghtCaltCi~c2 ' SRig 
htCaltCi~c2)+O.016 
MLC~lf -
O.0226·$aodyM~s9+31.33 " SLettC~lfLength2 · ISLettCalfCi~c2 · SLeftC 
~UCirc2f"D .016 
MRFoot -
O. OOS3 ·SBodyMass +254 . 5 · SRightFootLe ngth 2 " SRMal1eolusHei ght2 · SR 
MalleolusWidth2 - 0.065 
MLfoot -
0.00B) · $BodyMass + 254 . 5 · $LeftfootLenqth~ · $LMa l1eolusHei9ht~ ' $LM 
alleolu8Width2-0.0~5 
( ' Moments ot Inertia ') .. _ ....... ' ... ' ) 
I ' Thigh ' ) 
l_FlxExtRThigh -
O.OO'~2 " $BodyMas, · (SRlghtThighLength2 ' $Riqh t ThighLength2+0.0'6 
' SRM~dTh i ghCire2 ' $RMldTh!ghCirc2j+0.Ol 15) 
I_flxExtLThlgh -
0.00'62 ' SBodyMass ' (SLeftThlghLength2 "SLeftThighLength2 +0.0'6' $ 
t.MidTh 19hCi rc2 ' $ LHt dThtghCi re2J +0.0115) 
l_AbdAddRThigh ... 
0.00'26 ' SBodyMass" (SRightThlghLength2 " SRlghtThighLength2 . 0.076 
" SRHidThighClre2 ' SRMldThlghCirc2j+0.0IlB6 
I_AbdAddLThigh ... 
0.00'26 ' SBodyMus ' ISLe ftThighLength2 ' S LeCtThi.'}hLength2+0. O?6 ' S 
LMldThlghCirc2 · SLHldThighCirc2) . O.OllB6 
I_IntE" tRThigh 
0.00151 ' SSodyMau " (SRMldThighCire2 ' SRMidThighCl re2 j .0. 00105 
I_IntExtLThlgh ... 
0.00151 ' SBodyMas. " ($t.MidThighCirc2 ' $LMidThlghClrc2) +0.0 0305 
( ' Calf ' l 
t Fl " ExtRCa1t -
0.0034" SBodyMU. ' (SRlghtCal fLa ngth2 ' SR i.qhtCa 1 tLength2 ' 0. 0'6 ' S 
RightCalfCire2 " $R1.ghtCalfCire2j ' 0.00SLl 
1 Fl"ExtLCalf .. 
0.0034" SBodyMaaa ' (SLeftCal !Length2 ' $ LeftCal rLength2. 0.076' $ Le 
ftCalfCirc2"SLeftCalfCirc2)·0.00Sll 
I AbdAddRCalt .. 
0.00)8" SBodyMau ' (SRightCal fLen9th2 ' SR1'}htCal !Length2' 0.0"'16 ' S 
Ri9htCal fCl r c] ' SRightCalfCiccl. 10.00lJB 
I l\bdAddLCal f .. 
O. 003B? ' SSodyMass ' (SLeftCal fLen9th2 ' $LettCa L fLen'}th2'0. 0'6 ' SLe 
ftCalfCirc2 · SLe f tCaICCirc2J.0.001le 
T IntExtRCalf ... 
0.00041 ' SSodyMass ' (SRightCal fCi r e2 ' SRiqhtCal fClce2). 0.00012 
r IntExtLCalf .. 
0 . 00041 " SBodyMau ' ($LeftCaI fCice2 *SLe ftCaI fCi rc21 '0.00012 
('Foot ~ ' 
I f lxExt Rfoot -
0.0002l ' SBodyMass · (4 " SRHolleolusHelght2 ' SRMolleolusHelqhtl+) ' $ 
Ri9htFootLe~9th2 ' SRi9htfootLeng th2) ~O . 00022 
r f i xE",tLFoot -
O. 0002l * SBodyMau ' (4 ' S LMlll1eoi usHe19ht2 ' StHo IleolusHelght2' 3*S 
LeftfootLen9th2"SLeftfootLen9th2)+0.00022 
1 Ab<;1AddRFoot • 
O.00021 ' SBody~ss · 14 * SRlght footBreadth2 · SRightfQQtSceadth2+l ' S 
Ri9htfOOtLenqth2 ' SR19htfOOt Lenqthl).O . 00067 
I AbdAddLfoo t ... 
O,00021 "SBodyMass ' (4 *SLeftfootBre adth2 ' SLeftfootBceadth2+3 *SLe 
ftfootLenqth2 *SLeftFootLenqth2) +0.0006' 
" 
I IntExtRFoot = 
O.00141*$BodyMass*($RmalleolusHeight2*$RmalleolusHeight2+$Righ 
tFootBreadth2*$RightFootBreadth2)-O.00008 
I IntExtLFoot = 
O.00141*$BodyMass*($LMalleolusHeight2*$LMalleolusHeight2+$Left 
FootBreadth2*$LeftFootBreadth2)-O.00008 















Filter (RANK, RANK) 
Filter (LANK, LANK) 
{*Joint Centre Estimations*} 
{*========================*} 
{*Pelvis*} 
Vpel = (LASI-RASI)/(ABS(LASI-RASI)) 
OneA = RASI-SACR 
TwoA = LASI-SACR 
CrossProduct( OneA, TwoA, UpA) 
Wpel = UpA/(ABS(UpA)) 
CrossProduct( Vpel, Wpel, Upel) 
Upel = Upel 
RHJC = SACR + O.598*$AsisBreadth*Upel -
O.344*$AsisBreadth*Vpel - O.290*$AsisBreadth*Wpel 
LHJC = SACR + O.598*$AsisBreadth*Upel + 
O.344*$AsisBreadth*Vpel - O.290*$AsisBreadth*Wpel 
{*Knee*} 
VRcalf = (RANK-RKNE)/(ABS(RANK-RKNE)) 
VLcalf = (LANK-LKNE)/(ABS(LANK-LKNE)) 
One RTIB-RKNE 
Two = RANK-RKNE 
Three = LTIB-LKNE 
Four = LANK-LKNE 
CrossProduct(One, Two, Up) 





CrossProduct(WRcalf, VRcalf, URcalf) 






RKJC RKNE + 0.5* ($MarkerDiameter + $RightKneeDiam)*URcalf 






Onel = RTOE-RANK 
Twol RHEE-RANK 
Threel = LTOE-LANK 
Fourl = LHEE-LANK 
CrossProduct{Onel, Twol, Upl) 





CrossProduct(WRfoot, URfoot, VRfoot) 





RAJC = RANK + 0.016*$RightFootLength*URfoot + 
0.392*$RMalleolusHeight*VRfoot + 0.478*$RMalleolusWidth*WRfoot 
LAJC = LANK + 0.016*$LeftFootLength*ULfoot + 
0.392*$LMalleolusHeight*VLfoot - 0.478*$LMalleolusWidth*WLfoot 
RToeP = RANK + 0.742*$RightFootLength*URfoot + 
1.074*$RMalleolusHeight*VRfoot -
0.187*$RightFootBreadth*WRfoot 
LToeP = LANK + 0.742*$LeftFootLength*ULfoot + 
1.074*$LMalleolusHeight*VLfoot + 0.187*$LeftFootBreadth*WLfoot 
OUTPUT (RHJC,LHJC,RKJC,LKJC,RAJC,LAJC) 
{*Centres of Gravity*} 
{*==================*} 
RThighCG = (RHJC+0.39*(RKJC-RHJC)) 












PelF = (LASI+RASI)/2 
PelO (PelF+SACR)/2 








Three2 = LTHI-LHJC 
Four2 = LKJC-LHJC 
CrossProduct (One2,Two2, Up2) 
Cross Product (Three2, Four2,Down2) 
jRThigh 
jLThigh 













One3 = RKNE-RKJC 
Two3 RAJC-RKJC 
Three3 = LKNE-LKJC 
Four3 = LAJC-LKJC 

















One4 = RAJC-RHEE 
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Two4 = RToeP-RHEE 
Three4 = LAJC-LHEE 
Four4 = LToeP-LHEE 
CrossProduct(One4,Two4,Up4) 
CrossProduct(Three4, Four4,Down4) 











lRHip = Solutionl/ABS(Solutionl) 
CrossProduct(kPel,iLThigh,Solution2) 
lLHip = Solution2/ABS(Solution2) 
CrossProduct(kRThigh,iRCalf,Solution3) 
lRKnee = Solution3/ABS(Solution3) 
CrossProduct(kLThigh,iLCalf,Solution4) 








PelvisAngle = <Pelvis,xyz> 
Output (PelvisAngle) 
{*Right Hip Angles*} 
DotProduct(lRHip,iPel,Dot) 
aRHip = ASIN(Dot) 
DotProduct(kPel,iRThigh,Dotl) 
bRHip = ASIN(Dotl) 
DotProduct(lRHip,kRThigh,Dot2) 
cRHip = -ASIN(Dot2) 
{*Left Hip Angles*} 
DotProduct (lLHip, iPel,Dot3) 
aLHip = ASIN(Dot3) 
DotProduct(kPel,iLThigh,Dot4) 
bLHip = -ASIN(Dot4) 
DotProduct (lLHip, kLThigh,Dot5) 
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cLHip = ASIN(Dot5) 
{*Right Knee Angles*} 
DotProduct(lRKnee,iRThigh,Dot6) 
aRKnee = -AS IN (Dot6) 
DotProduct(kRThigh,iRCalf,Dot7) 
bRKnee = ASIN(Dot7) 
DotProduct(lRKnee,kRCalf,Dot8) 
cRKnee = -ASIN(Dot8) 
{*Left Knee Angles*} 
DotProduct(lLKnee,iLThigh,Dot9) 
aLKnee = -ASIN(Dot9) 
DotProduct (kLThigh, iLCalf, DotlO) 
bLKnee = -ASIN(DotlO) 
DotProduct(lLKnee,kLCalf,Dotll) 
cLKnee = ASIN(Dotll) 
{*Right Ankle Angles*} 
DotProduct (lRAnkle, jRCalf,Dot12) 
aRAnkle = ASIN(Dot12) 
Dot Product (kRCalf,iRFoot,Dot13) 
bRAnkle = ASIN(Dot13) 
DotProduct(lRAnkle,kRFoot,Dot14) 
cRAnkle = -ASIN(Dot14) 
{*Left Ankle Angles*} 
DotProduct (lLAnkle,jLCalf, Dot15) 
aLAnkle = ASIN(Dot15) 
DotProduct(kLCalf,iLFoot,Dot16) 
bLAnkle = -ASIN(Dot16) 
DotProduct(lLAnkle,kLFoot,Dot17) 
cLAnkle = ASIN(Dot17) 
RHipAngle = {aRHip,bRHip,cRHip} 
LHipAngle = {aLHip,bLHip,cLHip} 
RKneeAngle = {aRKnee,bRKnee,cRKnee} 
LKneeAngle = {aLKnee,bLKnee,cLKnee} 
RAnkleAngle {aRAnkle,bRAnkle,cRAnkle} 
LAnkleAngle = {aLAnkle,bLAnkle,cLAnkle} 
OUTPUT (RHipAngle, RAnkleAngle, RKneeAngle) 
{*Output (LKneeAngle, RAnkleAngle, LAnkleAngle)*} 
{*Angular Velocities and Accelerations*} 
{*====================================*} 
I = {l,O,O} 
J = {O,l,O} 
K = {O,O,l} 
CrossProduct(K,kPel,Answerl) 
LPel = Answerl/ABS(Answerl) 
CrossProduct(K,kRThigh,Answer2) 
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LRThigh = Answer2/ABS(Answer2) 
crossProduct(K,kLThigh,Answer3) 
LLThigh Answer3/ABS(Answer3) 
Cross Product (K,kRCalf,Answer4) 
LRCalf = Answer4/ABS(Answer4) 
CrossProduct(K,kLCalf,Answer5) 
LLCalf = Answer5/ABS(Answer5) 
CrossProduct(K,kRFoot,Answer6) 
LRFoot = Answer6/ABS(Answer6) 
CrossProduct (K, kLFoot, Answer7) 






Cross Product (LPel,iPel,Cross3) 
DotProduct(Cross3,kPel,Psil) 
TheiPel = (ASIN(Theil»*Pi/180 
ThetaPel = (ASIN(Thetal»*Pi/180 





Cross Product (LRThigh, iRThigh,Cross6) 
Dot Product (Cross6,kRThigh,Psi2) 
TheiRThigh = (ASIN(Thei2»*Pi/180 
ThetaRThigh = (ASIN(Theta2»*Pi/180 







TheiLThigh = (ASIN(Thei3»*Pi/180 
ThetaLThigh (ASIN(Theta3»*Pi/180 
PsiLThigh = (ASIN(Psi3»*Pi/180 
Crossproduct(I,LRCalf,CrosslO) 
DotProduct(CrosslO,K,Thei4) 
Cross Product (K,kRCalf,Crossll) 
Dotproduct (Crossll, LRCalf,Theta4) 
CrossProduct(LRCalf,iRCalf,Cross12) 
DotProduct (Cross12, kRCalf,Psi4) 
TheiRCalf = (ASIN(Theil»*Pi/180 
ThetaRCalf = (ASIN(Thetal»*Pi/180 
PsiRCalf = (ASIN(Psil»*Pi/180 
Cross Product (I,LLCalf,Cross13) 





Dot Product (Cross15,kLCalf,Psi5) 
TheiLCalf = (ASIN(Thei5))*Pi/lBO 
ThetaLCalf = (ASIN(Theta5))*Pi/lBO 
PsiLCalf (ASIN(PsiS))*Pi/lBO 
Cross Product (I,LRFoot,Cross16) 





TheiRFoot = (ASIN(Thei6))*Pi/lBO 
ThetaRFoot = (ASIN(Theta6))*Pi/lBO 







TheiLFoot = (ASIN(Thei7))*Pi/lBO 
ThetaLFoot = (ASIN(Theta7))*Pi/lBO 
PsiLFoot = (ASIN(Psi7))*Pi/lBO 
{*Angular Velocities*} 
TheiPelVel = (TheiPel[1]-TheiPel[-1])/(2*FrameTimeLength) 
ThetaPelVel = (ThetaPel[1]-ThetaPel[-1])/(2*FrameTimeLength) 
PsiPelVel = (PsiPel[1]-PsiPel[-1])/(2*FrameTimeLength) 
OmegaPelx = 
TheiPelVel*SIN(ThetaPel) *SIN(PsiPel) +ThetaPelVel*COS (P sipel) 
OmegaPely = TheiPelVel*SIN(ThetaPel)*COS(PsiPel)-
ThetaPelVel*SIN(PsiPel) 































































psiLFootVel = (PsiLFoot[1]-PsiLFoot[-1])/(2*FrameTimeLength) 
OmegaLFootx = 








































































*SIN(ThetaRCalf) *COS(PsiRCalf) +ThetaRCalfAcc*COS (PsiRC alf)-
ThetaRCalfVel*PsiRCalfVel*SIN(PsiRCalf) 
AlphaRCalfy = 





































TheiRFootAcc*SIN(ThetaRFoot) *COS (PsiRFoot)+TheiRFootVe l*ThetaR 













FootVel*COS(ThetaLFoot) *SIN (PsiLFoot) +TheiLFootVel*Psi LFootVel 
















































{*Dynamics of Joints*} 
{*==================*} 
{*Velociy and Accelerations of Segment Centres of Gravity*} 
RFootCGVel = (RFootCG[1]-RFootCG[-1])/«2*FrameTimeLength» 
RFootCGAcc = (RFootCGVel[l]-RFootCGVel[-
1])/(1000* (2*FrameTimeLength» 
LFootCGVel = (LFootCG[1]-LFootCG[-1])/«2*FrameTimeLength» 
LFootCGAcc = (LFootCGVel[l]-LFootCGVel[-
1])/(1000*(2*FrameTimeLength» 
RCalfCGVel = (RCalfCG[1]-RCalfCG[-1])/(2*FrameTimeLength) 
RCalfCGAcc = (RCalfCGVel[l]-RCalfCGVel[-
1])/(1000* (2*FrameTimeLength» 
LCalfCGVel = (LCalfCG[1]-LCalfCG[-1])/(2*FrameTimeLength) 
LCalfCGAcc = (LCalfCGVel[l]-LCalfCGVel[-
1])/(1000*(2*FrameTimeLength» 
RThighCGVe1 = (RThighCG[1]-RThighCG[-1])/(2*FrameTimeLength) 
RThighCGAcc = (RThighCGVel[l]-RThighCGVel[-
1])/(1000*(2*FrameTimeLength» 
LThighCGVel = (LThighCG[1]-LThighCG[-1])/(2*FrameTimeLength) 
LThighCGAcc = (LThighCGVel[l]-LThighCGVel[-
1])/(1000*(2*FrameTimeLength» 
{* Show the force vectors *} 
if EXIST( ForcePlate1 ) 
Force1 = ForcePlate1(1) 
Moment1 = ForcePlate1(2) 
Centre1 = ForcePlatel(3) 
if Force1(3 ) < 10 
Force1 = Force1*0 




Momentl = (Momentl[-l]+2*(Momentl[O])+Momentl[1])/4 
Pointl = Centrel + {-Momentl(2)/Forcel(3), 








FRAnkIeY = MRFoot*RFootCGAcc(2)-Forcel{2) 
FRAnkIeZ = MRFoot*{RFootCGAcc(3)+9.81)-Forcel{3) 
FRAnkIe = FRAnkIeX*I+FRAnkIeY*J+FRAnkIeZ*K 
{*Moment Arms*} 
PPlatel = Pointl(1)*I+Pointl(2)*J+O*K 
PPRFoot = (RAJC-RFootCG)/lOOO 
PDRFoot (PPIatel-RFootCG)/lOOO 
CrossProduct(PPRFoot,FRAnkle,Moml) 
CrossProduct {PDRFoot, Forcel,Mom2) 
TPIatel = (O*I+O*J+Momentl(3)*K)/lOOO 










MRAnkIe = MRAnkIeX*iRFoot+MRAnkleY*jRFoot+MRAnkleZ*kRFoot 
DotProduct (FRAnkIe, iRFoot,FRAnklePrxDis) 
DotProduct(FRAnkle,kRCalf,FRAnkleMedLat) 
DotProduct(FRAnkle,lRAnkle,FRAnkleAntPos) 













MRCalf*RCalfCGAcc (2) +FRAnkleY 
MRCalf*(RCalfCGAcc(3)+9.81)+FRAnkle(3) 
FRKnee = FRKneeX*I+FRKneeY*J+FRKneeZ*K 
{*Moment Arms*} 
PPRCalf (RKJC-RCaIfCG)/lOOO 
PDRCaIf = (RAJC-RcaIfCG)/lOOO 
CrossProduct (PDRCalf, FRAnkIe, Mom3) 
CrossProduct (PPRCaIf, FRKnee,Mom4) 










MRKnee = MRKneeX*iRCalf+MRKneeY*jRCalf+MRKneeZ*kRCalf 
DotProduct (FRKnee,iRCalf, FRKneePrxDis) 
Dot Product (FRKnee, kRThigh, FRKneeMedLat) 












MRThigh*RThighCGAcc (1) +FRKneeX 
MRThigh*RThighCGAcc(2)+FRKneeY 
MRThigh*(RThighCGAcc(3)+9.81)+FRKnee(3) 
FRHip = FRHipX*I+FRHipY*J+FRHipZ*K 
{*Moment Arms*} 
PPRThigh (RHJC-RThighCG)/lOOO 
PDRThigh = (RKJC-RThighCG)/lOOO 
CrossProduct(PDRThigh,FRKnee,MomS) 
CrossProduct (PPRThigh, FRHip,Mom6) 
MResRThigh = -MRKnee-MomS+Mom6 










MRHip = MRHipX*iRThigh+MRHipY*jRThigh+MRHipZ*kRThigh 















The MatLab Interpolation Procedure 
Vicon Clinical Manager automatically interpolates the data to 51 gait cycle 
increments, from 0% to 100% in 2% steps. In order to compare the data from the 
different gait analysis software packages, it was necessary to interpolate all the data to 
include 51 time increments in the gait cycle. 
MatLab code was used to interpolate the data. The program code is listed in this 
appendix. 
%MatLab Interpolation program 
%Input data 
% Input 11 gait parameters from one subject 
%RAM- Ankle Moment, RKM-Knee Moment, RHM-Hip Moment 
%RAA-Ankle FIx-Ext Angle, RKAA-Knee Abd-Add Angle 
%RKA-Knee FIx-Ext Angle, RHAA-Hip Abd-Add Angle 
%RHA-Hip FIx-Ext Angle, PAZ-Pelvic Rot, PAY-Pelvic ObI, PAX-
Pelvic Tilt 
RAM [ .. ]; 
RKM [ .. ] ; 
RHM= [ .. ]; 
RAA=[ .. ]; 
RKAA= [ .. ] ; 
RKA=[ .. ]; 
RHAA= [ .. ] ; 
RHA= [ .. ] ; 
PAZ= [ .. ] ; 
PAY=[ .. ]; 
PAX= [ .. ] ; 
%Determine number of field to interpolate 
8 size(RAM,I); 
P 1/(8-1)*100; 
percent = [0:2:100] '; 
103 
pold [O:P:lOO]'; 









RKAAnew = interpl(pold,RKAA,percent,'spline') 
RKAnew = interpl(pold,RKA,percent,'spline') 
RHAAnew interpl(pold,RHAA,percent,'spline') 
RHAnew interpl(pold,RHA,percent,'spline') 





Details of Gait Analysis Software Vendors 
Details of the companies who supply gait analysis software and reJated software, 
which was used in this study are listed below. The software name is listed first 
followed by the vendors name and contact details. 
GaitLab 2.0, Copyright 1999 by Christopher L Vaughan 
Address: Kiboho Publishers 
P.O. Box 769 
email: 
Website: 











14, Minns Estate, West Way 





Peak Motus 2000, Peak Performance Technologies Inc. 
Address: 7388 South Revere parkway, 
Suite 603 Englewood, 









GaitEIiClinie. Bioengineering Technology and Systems 











Orthotrak II, Motion Analysis Corporation 
Address: Motion Analysis Corporation 











Address: Goteborgsvagen 74, 










Rdata2. Motion Lab Systems 








+ 1 (225) 928-4248 
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